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ABSTRACT
There are several advantages to the incorporation of an adaptable wing on an aircraft.
Among these are increased fuel efficiency, greater maneuverability, and an improved ability
to negotiate adverse conditions. This thesis explores the concept of a mechanically supported
adaptable wing, where the supports are in the form of virtual spars running lengthwise along
a wing of uniform cross-section. With no cross-sectional support to the wing, the skin
spanning the area between the virtual spars experiences a certain amount of deflection due to
the various aerodynamic forces acting on the wing. This thesis develops a process for
optimizing (minimizing) the number of virtual spars required to support the wing while
maintaining the original airfoil shape within a specified deflection tolerance.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Since the dawn of civilization, man has looked upward to the sky and observed
nature's airborne creatures; from the smooth, effortless soaring of the majestic eagle, to the
highly energetic flights of the hummingbird. Early civilizations most likely looked on these
creatures with awe, and in many cases even revered them. These animals seemed to defy the
constraints of gravity and were able to enjoy such freedom of movement, as to leave man
simply envious.
From the time that mankind first took hold of the "airfoil" concept, to the high-speed
computer airfoil design and analysis programs of today, aircraft invention has been
traditionally based on a single frame of mind... a constant, rigid airfoil design. In all of the
advances in speed, altitude, etc., of today's aircraft, and in the ability to fly faster and higher
than any other animal, there still exists one major skill that most flying animals have that our
aircraft simply cannot compare with...maneuverability. Man-made designs of rigid wings
provide the necessary lift, and the additional control surfaces (rudders, flaps, stabilizers, etc.)
provide some basic maneuverability, but none can provide the aircraft with the agility of a
creature that can change the actual shape of its wing at any time. Airfoil adaptability is a
capability that almost all flying animals possess, and use to their advantage. Yet no known
aircraft at this time can duplicate this feature. Flaps provide a certain amount of change of
shape, and some aircraft, such as the Lockheed-Georgia C-5 Galaxy (mentioned later in this
paper) use different length sections of a few different airfoils from the root of the wing to the
tip. However, none can actively physically change the shape of the airfoil cross-section of
the wing in flight. Even today, this remains to be one trait of nature's flying animals that man
has not been able to mimic.
The goal of an adaptable airfoil cross-section need not achieve a drastic change in
shape. Even avian species have certain anatomical and physiological constraints to
airfoil/wing geometry. The true potential to adaptability lies in the marked improvements
offered by subtle changes. Many of today's wings are designed with only a few factors in
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mind: payload, speed, weight, altitude, purpose, etc. The airfoil is optimized for these
parameters, and the wing is designed. However, once that wing is constructed, inefficiencies
inherently arise. Fuel optimization at cruising speed and altitude is lost the entire time the
aircraft is climbing or descending. Maneuverability at lower speeds and altitudes is lost at
higher speeds and altitudes. Even to stretch the imagination and look into the future, an
optimal design in Earth's atmosphere, may not work as well in the atmosphere of another
planet. Hence valid reasons exist for exploring the realm of actively controlled airfoil
shapes.
The issue of active shape control of wings for more efficient flight has been discussed
for several years (see References [1-5]). The studies have been centered about using variable
camber, twist or surface shape control to adapt the geometry of the wing to changing flight
conditions.
1.2 BRIEF OVERVIEW
This thesis explores the attainability of several wing cross-section shapes through the
manipulation of a number of "nodal supports"firmly clamped to the skin at "optimal" points
around the airfoil. Due to the large number of variables that enter into the design of such a
complicated system, several simplifications have been employed in order to obtain an initial
approximation of the number and location of the nodal control points around the airfoil. The
goal of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of using a "nodal
support"
airfoil/wing
design (See Figure 1.1).
Each nodal support in Figure 1.1 is defined as a virtual spar running along the length
of the wing, which completely clamps the wing skin in place. In this thesis, these nodal
supports are the only means of support and manipulation of the wing. By allowing only
spanwise wing skin support, the skin is expected to deflect in the gaps between nodal
supports due to various aerodynamic forces, as depicted in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.1 - Example of a nodal support spacing around an airfoil
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Figure 1.2 - Example of deflected skin material between supports (trailing edge of airfoil in Figure 1.1)
This deflection results in a deviation from the desired airfoil shape. The goal of this thesis is
to define and maintain various airfoil shapes within a specified deflection tolerance while
minimizing the number of nodal supports required. This support minimization objective is
accomplished according to the following analysis process:
Step 1. Select five different airfoils.
Step 2. Determine the aerodynamic loading on the five airfoils based on specified parameters.
Step 3. Divide each airfoil into a specified number of finite elements.
Step 4. Apply the loading found in Step 2 to the finite elements established in Step 3.
Step 5. Calculate optimal support locations based on skin deflections due to loading applied
in Step 4, where the deflections are determined through finite element analysis.
The scope of this thesis involves a basic understanding of aerodynamics, a slightly
more involved knowledge of finite element analysis, and a basic understanding of design
optimization. The thesis also involves the use of several different software packages and
associated programming syntaxes/languages listed in Table 1.1.
Software Language/Syntax Used for Acknowledgements
Microsoft
Excel 97
Visual Basic for
Applications
Preparing data files
for import into
MATLAB
Copyright 1985-1996
Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
XFOIL 6.8 FORTRAN Obtaining pressure
coefficient
distribution for each
airfoil
Created by Mark Drela, Ph.D,
Professor, MIT Department of
Aeronautical and Astronautical
Engineering
MATLAB
5.2
Built-in (similar to
C)
Bulk of
programming
(mapping, FEA,
optimization,
plotting)
Copyright 1984-1998
TheMathWorks, Inc.
All rights reserved.
MAPLE V
Release 4.00
Built-in Symbolic
Computations
Copyright 1981-1996Waterloo
Maple Inc.
All rights reserved.
Table 1.1 List of software packages utilized in this thesis.
Due to the fact that a good deal of this thesis is in the form of computer code, the
various functions and subroutines will be represented mainly by conceptual flow charts so as
to avoid the details of the syntax itself. The actual algorithms employed are included in their
entirety and presented in several appendices. Each respective algorithm is accompanied by a
table describing the variables used.
CHAPTER 2 - CHOOSING THE AIRFOILS
2.1 DETERMINING AIRFOIL SHAPES
Once designers make the decision to go with an adaptable wing, they would no longer
be designing a single airfoil to meet all design constraints. Instead, the wing design would
involve several different airfoil shapes to allow for optimal performance under a variety of
circumstances. Design for speed, lift, maneuverability, and overall efficiency would no
longer be limited to one solid airfoil. Instead, the goal would be such that a pilot of an
aircraft could ideally just dial in an airfoil shape on a computer, and then get the performance
required from that particular airfoil shape. An even more ideal situation would be one where
the shape of the wing is controlled dynamically by a computer that constantly monitors the
current flying conditions.
Concerning the shape of the airfoil, shape coordinates can be obtained through
published books, through the aircraft manufacturers, or even downloaded from the Internet.
Since the goal of this thesis lay in the analysis of several airfoils, any five would do. Upon
exploration of the UIUC Airfoil Coordinates
Database1
on the Internet, a group of five
airfoils seemed to stand out as far as catering to the goals of this thesis. These airfoil shapes
belong to the Lockheed-Georgia C5A Galaxy. These airfoil shapes were designed as
"boxed"
sets that were connected from the root of the wing to the tip. This design was first
implemented as a redesign to the C5A model's wings in 1981, and then it was carried over
and used on the current C5B model as
well.2The C5A airfoil geometry files chosen for this
thesis were c5a.dat, c5b.dat, c5c.dat, c5d.dat, and c5e.dat, and these five geometries are
1 http://www.uiuc.edu/ph/www/m-selip/ads/coord database.html - A web site maintained byMichael Selig,
Department ofAeronautical and Astronautical Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Urbana, Illinois, 61801. Information is available for use under the GNU General Public License:
http://amber.aae.uiuc.edu/~m-selig/pd/gpl.html.
2 Information regarding the Lockheed-Georgia C5 Galaxy obtained from the Lockheed-Martin web site at:
http://lmasc.com/c-5/chron.html
displayed graphically in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. A printout of the downloaded data files is
given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.1 - Plot of all Lockheed-Georgia C5A airfoil cross-sections
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Figure 2.2 - Vertically re-scaled C5A airfoils (for variance emphasis)
These airfoils were chosen based on the assumption that an adaptable geometry wing
would utilize each shape while subject to similar performance requirements. The adaptable
cross sections would then be varied enough to alter the aerodynamic capabilities of a
prototype wing as needed in flight. So, instead of using all five airfoils simultaneously at
specified positions along the wing, this thesis explores the ability to change the entire wing
from one airfoil shape to any of the other five shapes.
2.2 AERODYNAMIC PROPERTIES AND APPROXIMATIONS
2.2.1 Physical Characteristics and Specifications
The most current version of the Lockheed-Georgia C5 is the C5B, hence the
aerodynamic data used herein was collected based on the design specifications.3Again, the
same airfoil cross sections were utilized on the C5B as in the C5A, so the application of C5B
data to the C5A airfoils is appropriate. The design parameters relevant to this thesis are
given in Table 2.1.
General Characteristics Value (English Units) Value (SI Units)
Wing span (b) 222.8 ft 67.91 m
Wing area (S) 6,200
ft2 576.0m2
Long range cruise speed (M) 0.77 Mach 0.77 Mach
Maximum gross weight (W) 840,000 lb 381,018 kg
Table 2.1 Some general characteristics of the Lockheed-Georgia C5B.
2.2.2 Aerodynamic Properties and Values
Note that the values for speed and weight characteristics noted in Table 2.1 are fairly
high, near maximum values. This was done as a means of testing the XFOIL program to see
3 General characteristics for the Lockheed-Georgia C5 Galaxy obtained from the Lockheed-Martin web site at:
http://lmasc.com/c-5/technical.html
if it would converge for a relatively high Mach number. However, a reasonable test of the
finite element analysis routine was also desired; one in which at some point on the airfoil
there would exist a negative local pressure (pL) that would cause the skin of the wing to
deflect outwards. In order to establish the pressure distribution on the airfoil/wing, the
pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution must be determined first. An example of a Cp
distribution is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 - Example of a pressure coefficient distribution
This pressure coefficient distribution is converted to local pressure values using
Pl = 2PVoCp+Po (2.1)
In Equation (2.1 ) , the pressure coefficient (Cp) is usually not less than -4 (see
Figure 2.3). Hence the best way to achieve a negative local pressure (pL) with a high
freestream velocity (V0) as noted in Table 2.1, is to have a low freestream pressure (p0). This
can be easily achieved by selecting freestream values at a high altitude. The resulting
pressure distribution would be similar to the pressure distribution depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 - Example of a pressure distribution at high altitude
In Figure 2.4, note that even though the pressure values for the upper surface are lower than
the pressure values for the lower surface (creating lift), the upper surface pressure values are
primarily positive (pushing in on the airfoil). However, Figure 2.4 shows a small area of
negative pressure (pulling outwards on the airfoil) near the leading edge of the airfoil on the
upper surface. This negative local pressure (p) area is desired as a means of testing the
finite element analysis.
4 Equation obtained from: Fundamentals of Flight.
2nd Ed, Richard S. Shevell, 1989 Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp.
130, Equation (8.10)
So, for the purpose of this thesis, an altitude of 40,000 ft (12,192 m) was used to
determine the atmospheric properties listed in Table 2.2.
Atmospheric Property Value (SI Units)
Pressure (po) 1.882748 E4 N/m2
Density (p) 0.3027496 kg/ma
Kinematic Viscosity (v) 4.698136 E-5m2/s
Speed of Sound (a) 295.07 m/s
Table 2.2 Properties of the standard atmosphere for an altitude of 40,000 ft (12,192m).5
XFOIL has the capability of performing either an inviscid flow analysis or a viscous
flow analysis. For the inviscid analysis, XFOIL requires specific values for angle of attack
(ALFA), Mach number (MACH), and Reynolds number (RE). However, in order to perform
the more realistic viscous flow analysis, XFOIL also requires a value for the lift coefficient
(CL). Each of these parameters required by XFOrL can be determined from the values in
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.
The Reynolds number can be calculated as6
RE = general (/ = length) ( 2.2 )
v
Vc i \
RE = airfoils (c = chord) ( 2.3 )
v
RE = tapered wings (c = mean aerodynamic chord) ( 2.4 )
v
5 Data obtained from: Aerodynamics for Engineers.
3rd Ed., John J. Bertin &Michael L. Smith, 1998 Prentice
Hall, Inc., pp. 650-651 Table 1.2b.
6 Equations based on: Fundamentals of Flight,
2nd Ed, Richard S. Shevell, 1989 Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp. 73,
Equation (5.13)
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depending on the application. Of these equations, the one that best applies to this thesis is
Equation ( 2.4 ). However, it is based upon two yet undetermined values, the free stream
velocity (V) and the mean aerodynamic chord (m.a.c.) . The free stream velocity (V) can be
determined easily as
V = Ma = 0.77(295.07 m/s)
V = 227.20 m/s (508.24mi/hr)
(2'5)
However, determination of the mean aerodynamic chord (m.a.c.) of the airfoils is slightly
more complicated. The m.a.c, by definition, is the chord of an imaginary wing, with
constant chord, having the same aerodynamic characteristics as the actualwing.7The m.a.c.
is given by
2
m.a.c. =
3
( CrCt ^
V -R'^T j
c + c.
root chc
CT = tip chord
CR = exposed r ord at side of fuselage
In other words, it is a way of accounting for the tapering of a wing from root to tip.
Since exact values for the length of the chord at the root and tip were unavailable, an
approximation of the m.a.c. was made by dividing the wing area (S) by the wing span (b),
which is calculated to be
__S__
576.0m2
b 67.91m (2.7)
c= 8.4818 m (27.83 ft)
From this, the Reynolds number can be calculated as
Vc (227.20 m/s)(8.4818m)
~~v~
4.698136-5m2/s (2.8)
RE = 41.0E6
'
Definition from: Fundamentals ofFlight.
2nd Ed, Richard S. Shevell, 1989 Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp. 180
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The lift coefficient can be determined from Equations ( 2.9 ) & ( 2.10 ) based on the
fact that, under cruising conditions, the total lift (L) of the plane equals the weight (W).
CL =
-pV2S
( 2.9 y
cL =
w 3723161.5 N
l-pV2S ^(0.3027496 kg/m3)(227.20m/s)2(576 m2)2' 2
CL = 0.8274
(2.10)
2.2.3 Wing Skin Properties
The only remaining parameters required for succeeding analyses are those pertaining
to the actual skin that makes up the airfoil shape. Due to the fact that the actual material
composition of the C5 skin was unavailable, AL 7075-T6, a common aluminum alloy used in
aircraft applications, was used herein. The modulus of elasticity and initial thickness (it will
be altered later) are given in Table 2.3.
Property Value (English Units) Value (SI Units)
Modulus ofElasticity (E) 10.4 E6
lb/in2 71.7E9N/m2
Thickness (r) 1/32 in 7.9375 E-4 m
Table 2.3 Initial properties ofAL 7075-T6 skin on C5 wing.
This thesis assumes a constant airfoil size along the wing with a chord equal to the
m.a.c. Hence, the pressure distribution remains constant along the wing. The pressure
coefficient (Cp) distribution calculated by XFOIL is based on a wing of unit width, and an
analysis of a one-unit width section will be used to represent the results along the rest of the
wing. This unity-width section is broken up into many smaller sections (elements), which
8 Equation obtained from: Fundamentals of Flight,
2nd Ed, Richard S. Shevell, 1989 Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp.
57, Equation (3.9)
9 AL 7075-T6 properties obtained from: Mechanics ofMaterials.
2nd Ed.. Ferdinand Beer & E. Russel
Johnston, Jr., 1992McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 700-701.
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are utilized later in the finite element analysis. Figure 2.5 depicts the division of the wing
ndividuol
Element
Analyzed
Section
into sections as well as the division of these sections into individual elements.
Figure 2.5 - Division of a wing into sections and individual elements
An underlying assumption in this thesis is that the wing section will be divided into a
large number of elements. Hence, each skin element depicted in Figure 2.5 can be
approximated as flat. Using the flat approximation and a width (vv) equal to one unit allows
for the calculation of the area moment of inertia (I)
/ = = (lm)(7.9375 - 4
12 12
V A
(2.11)
Z=4.16745-llm4
and the cross-sectional area (A)
A = wt = (lm)(7.9375 -4 m)
A = (7.9375-4m2) (2.12)
for each skin element.
Now that the airfoils have been chosen, the coordinate data obtained, and all relevant
parameters, design specifications, and approximations defined, the next step is to begin the
analysis process.
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CHAPTER 3 - DATA SETUP USINGMICROSOFT
EXCEL 97 AND VBA
3.1 THE NEED FORMACROS
Unfortunately, a small hurdle is encountered even before beginning analysis. This
arises from the fact that the downloaded airfoil coordinate data files (see Appendix A) are not
in a format that is readily usable by XFOIL (coordinates from trailing edge to leading edge
along the upper surface and from leading edge to trailing edge along the lower surface).
Thinking ahead to future applications, not knowing if different airfoils may be needed
instead, and the inherent tediousness of rearranging the data spurred the writing of a few
short VBA macros in Excel that would import the data, sort through it, and prepare files for
use in XFOIL and MATLAB. The macros are stored in a file appropriately named
workhorse.xls, and the first macro begins with the clicking of this button
Import and Convert
All C5 Airfoils
3.2 PREPARING THE DATA FOR ANALYSIS
The macro that is run is called ConvAll, and it makes a call to another subroutine
simply called Conv. This smaller subroutine sorts through the two columns of data for each
airfoil and reorganizes it into the trailing edge - leading edge - trailing edge format.
The process followed by the ConvAll macro is presented in Figure 3.1. The code for Conv
and ConvAll, as well as the variables used in each can be found in Appendix B.
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Ask for Total
Number of
Airfoils
Save
Compilation File
as
"allfoils.txt"
Ask for Airfoil
-"-j Coordinates
File Name
Open File
Rearrange
Coordinate Data
(Conv Macro)
Add Data to a
Separate
Compilation File
Save Individual
Data File for
XFOIL
Next Airfoil
Figure 3.1 - Flow chart for the ConvAll macro
Upon exit from ConvAll the airfoil coordinate data is found reorganized into 5
separate files (xc5a.dat, xc5b.dat, xc5c.dat, xc5d.dat, xc5e.dat) that are easily imported into
XFOIL, and 1 large coordinate file (allfoils.txt) that is easily loaded by MATLAB. At this
time, it should be noted that this compilation is only useful if the same number of coordinates
describes all of the airfoils. This is due to MATLAB's inability to import matrices with
different length columns. Files with different length columns could be incorporated into the
MATLAB functions in this thesis with some alterations in the code itself. However, the
variable number of airfoil coordinates between files would not impact the basis of this thesis,
because each airfoil is re-divided into an equal number of equal length skin elements, at
which point the original airfoil coordinates are no longer needed. The next step is to dig into
XFOIL to obtain the pressure coefficient distribution based on the parameters defined
previously and using the five newly created data files.
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CHAPTER 4 - XFOIL
4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
Given below is a brief overview of the XFOIL program as was included in the
XFOIL 6.8 User Primer written by the program's creator Mark Drela, Professor, MIT
Department of Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering. The theory references and
primary problem formulations are given in Appendices C.l and C.2.
General Description
XFOIL is an interactive program for the design and analysis of subsonic
isolated airfoils. It consists of a collection of menu-driven routines
which perform various useful functions such as:
- Viscous (or inviscid) analysis of an existing airfoil, allowing
* forced or free transition
* transitional separation bubble (s)
* limited trailing edge separation
* lift and drag predictions just beyond CLmax
* Karman-Tsien compressibility correction
- Airfoil design and redesign by interactive specification of
a surface speed distribution via screen cursor or mouse. Two
such facilities are implemented.
* Full-Inverse, based on a complex-mapping formulation
* Mixed- Inverse, an extension of XFOIL 's basic panel method
Full-inverse allows multi-point design, while Mixed-inverse allows
relatively strict geometry control over parts of the airfoil.
- Airfoil redesign by interactive specification of
new geometric parameters such as
* new max thickness and/or camber
* new LE radius
* new TE thickness
* new camber line via geometry specification
* new camber line via loading change specification
* flap deflection
* explicit contour geometry (via screen cursor)
- Drag polar calculation with fixed or varying Reynolds and/or
Mach numbers .
- Writing and reading of airfoil geometry and polar save files
- Plotting of geometry, pressure distributions, and polars
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(Versaplot-derivative plot package used)
XFOIL is best suited for use on a good workstation. A high-end PC is also
effective, but must run Unix to support the X-Windows graphics. The source
code of XFOIL is Fortran, 77 . The plot library also uses a few C routines
for the X-Windows interface.
4.2 USING XFOIL TO OBTAIN THE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
DISTRIBUTION
As mentioned in the last paragraph of the program description, XFOIL is designed for
a Unix-based workstation. The files were easily copied and compiled on such a system, and
upon running the program, the user sees the following startup menu:
XFOIL Version 6.8
QUIT Exit program
.OPER Direct operating point (s)
.MDES Complex mapping design routine
.QDES Surface speed design routine
.GDES Geometry design routine
SAVE f Write airfoil to labeled coordinate file
PSAV f Write airfoil to plain coordinate file
ISAV f Write airfoil to ISES coordinate file
MSAV f Write airfoil to MSES coordinate file
REVE Reverse written-airfoil node ordering
LOAD f Read buffer airfoil from coordinate file
NORM Buffer airfoil normalization toggle
NACA i Set NACA 4,5-digit airfoil and buffer airfoil
PANE Regenerate paneled airfoil from buffer airfoil
.PPAR Show/ change paneling
.PLOP Plotting options
WDEF Write xfoil.def file with current settings
RDEF Read xfoil.def file
NAME s Change airfoil name
XFOIL c>
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For each airfoil, the first thing that needs to be done is to load that data file into
XFOIL. Once the LOAD command is given and the filename specified, XFOIL reads the
data and performs several initial calculations based on those coordinates as seen below.
XFOIL c> load xc5a.dat
Labeled airfoil file. Name: c5a
Number of input coordinate points: 61
Counterclockwise ordering
LE x,y = -0.00012 -0.00166 | Chord = 1.00012
TE x,y = 1.00000 0.00000 j
Blunt trailing edge. Gap = 0.00258
Paneling parameters used. . .
Number of panel nodes 140
Panel bunching parameter 1.000
TE/LE panel density ratio 0.150
Ref ined-area/LE panel density ratio 0.200
Top side refined area x/c limits 1.000 1.000
Bottom side refined area x/c limits 1.000 1.000
XFOIL c>
Now that the airfoil data has been loaded, the next step is to switch to the operating
menu for analysis.
XFOIL C> OPER
<cr> Return to TOP LEVEL
! Redo last ALFA,CLI,CL, ASEQ, CSEQ,VELS
PACC Auto polar accumulation enable/disable toggle
PADD Add point to polar save file and/or dump file
PFIL f Specify new polar save and/or dump filenames
VISC r Viscous/Inviscid toggle
.VPAR Change BL parameter (s)
RE r Change Reynolds number
MACH r Change Mach number
TYPE i Change type of Mach, Re variation with CL
INIT BL initialization flag toggle
ITER Change viscous-solution iteration limit
ALFA r Prescribe alpha
CLI r Prescribe inviscid CL
CL r Prescribe CL
ASEQ rrr Prescribe a sequence of alphas
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CSEQ rrr Prescribe a sequence of CLs
GRID Cp vs x grid overlay toggle
PREF Reference Cp overlay enable/disable toggle
FREF Reference CL,CD.. display enable/disable toggle
CPX Plot Cp vs x
CPXS Save Cp vs x to a file
CPV Plot airfoil with pressure vectors (gee wiz)
-VPLO BL variable plots
.ANNO Annotate plot
HARD Hardcopy current plot
SIZE r Change plot-object size
CPMI r Change minimum Cp axis annotation
FMOM Calculate flap hinge moment and forces
FNEW rr Set new flap hinge point
VELS rr Calculate velocity components at a point
DUMP f Output Ue,Dstar,Theta,Cf vs s,x,y to file
CPMN
CAVI
.OPERi c>
Report minimum Cp
Auto cavitation accumulation enable/disable
Once within this menu, the sequence of commands is as follows:
r) . OPERi
2:) .OPERi
3;) . OPERi
4;) . OPERi
5;) .OPERi
6]I .OPERi
z1 . OPERi
8:) .OPERi
c> alfa (Give an initial angle of attack; a =
2
was chosen)
c> re (Enter Reynolds Number from Chapter 2)
c> mach (EnterMach Number from Chapter 2)
o vise (Switch from inviscid to viscous analysis)
c> cl (Enter lift coefficient from Chapter 2)
o cpx (Plot Cp vs. x)
0 hard (Create a hardcopy PostScript file of the Cp vs. x plot)
c> cpxs (Save the actual Cp vs. x data to a file)
The CPX command will generate a plot similar to that shown in Figure 4.1.
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-2.D
-1.5
P
-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0. 5
1. D
XFOIL
V 6.B c5b
Ma 0.7700
Re - 41. 00-10
a 3. 8291
c, = 0.8274
CM - -D.098
Cn O.DD790
L/O = 1 10.33
Nrr - 9. DO
Figure 4.1 - Plot ofPressure Coefficient vs. X - xc5a.ps
The final command was not included in the original software. However it was
necessary in order to obtain a working data set that could be easily imported into MATLAB.
By collecting bits and pieces of other subroutines in several locations in the source code, this
additional CPXS subroutine was created by the author of this thesis to write the appropriate
Cp vs. x data to a file. The actual code for this subroutine is given in Appendix C.3. This
additional command would be entered as follows
.OPERi c> CPXS xc5a.cpx
where xc5a.cpx is the filename where the data is stored. Once all of the airfoils have been
analyzed, the end result should be five data files (xc5a.cpx, xcSb.cpx, xc5c.cpx, xc5d.cpx,
xc5e.cpx), displayed in Appendix C.4, and five PostScript files (xc5a.ps, xc5b.ps, xc5c.ps,
xc5d.ps, xc5e.ps), displayed in Appendix C.5.
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Note that throughout the entire XFOIL analysis, no scaling has been done to the
original airfoil data. All calculations have been done using an airfoil of the correct shape, but
with a unit chord. In terms of the pressure coefficient distribution though, the results are
based entirely on the shape of the airfoil, not the size. Therefore these Cp values apply to
any scaling of the chord (x-values).
Once the XFOIL analysis is complete, another quick macro in Excel will prepare the
data for use in MATLAB as discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5 - MICROSOFT EXCEL 97 AND VBA
REVISITED
5.1 GROUPCPXMACRO
At this point of the variable wing geometry analysis, there exists one large file,
allfoils.txt, which contains the airfoil coordinate information for all the airfoils, and five
separate files that contain pressure coefficient distributions. Combining these five files into
one large file (allcpx.txt) proves much more efficient for file management purposes. Again,
this is providing all files are the same length, which they are in this case because XFOIL used
a default 140 panels around each airfoil.
The bulk of the VBA code necessary for the current data consolidation task had
already been created in the ConvAll macro mentioned earlier (see Chapter 3). After suitable
perturbation, the new GroupCpx macro is created in the workhorse.xls file. GroupCpx is
invoked with a click of the button
Import and Group All
Pressure
Distributions
The Visual Basic code for this macro and the variables used in that code can be found in
Appendix B. The basic process this macro works through is given in Figure 5.1.
Define
Variables
Ask for Total
Number of
Airfoils
Ask for Cp
*-| Distribution File
1 Name
Open File
Add Data to a
Separate
Compilation File
Next Airfoil -"
Save
Compilation File
as
"allcpx.txt"
Figure 5.1 - Flow chart for the GroupCpx macro
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5.2 EXPLANATION OF GROUPCPX MACRO
The structure and function of this macro is practically identical to that of the ConvAll
macro from Chapter 3. The only major differences are:
Instead of importing airfoil coordinates, this macro imports Cp distributions
There is no call to the smaller Conv macro
The single file generated from this is called allcpx.txt
Upon exit from the GroupCpx macro, all information regarding the pressure
coefficient (Cp) distribution is found condensed in to the allcpx.txt file. This allcpx.txt file,
and the allfoils.txt airfoil coordinates file are next imported into MATLAB, where they are
used in a sequence ofMATLAB
R
routines which work towards the end goal of determining
an optimal nodal support distribution around the airfoils. A sample of such a support
distribution is depicted in Figure 2.1.
w
-1
-3-
Original Mapped Airfoil
Displacements
O Supports
e
o- o e o o
44 Supports Required
Avsrage Spacing =0.39105 m
ooo e 6-
2 3 4 5 6
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 5.2 - Sample of an optimal nodal support distribution
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CHAPTER 6 - MATLABANALYSIS
6.1 BRIEF INTRODUCTION TOMATLAB
As mentioned briefly in Chapter 1, the bulk of the programming for this thesis is
accomplished here. MATLAB allows three basic means of entering information:
Command line
Script m-file
Function m-file
The command line is the most direct way of working in MATLAB. However, if a
long series of commands or many iterations are required, then working solely at the
command line will not suffice. This thesis makes use of the command line only briefly to
start the analysis process and to monitor its progress.
The script m-file is, by far, a more efficient way of managing information. An m-file
is simply a text file written in a format that is understood and run by MATLAB. A script
m-file is basically the equivalent of typing all the commands that would be entered in order at
the command line. This caters to the rapid determination of results, and a great deal of ease
in making alterations. Also, the script m-file provides for the use of certain common
programming tools: for loops, while loops, if statements, etc., which when used properly, can
be quite powerful. The current analysis utilizes one main script m-file (Master.m) to control
the overall process.
The function m-file is very similar to the script m-file except for the fact that function
m-files are typically generic in design, and usually require specific types of input to produce
specific outputs. Another major difference between the script m-file and the function m-file
is the handling of variables. A variable assigned in a script m-file is automatically assigned a
block of memory and is placed in the active workspace, whereas the variables used in
function m-files are cleared as soon as the function is complete. This thesis employs several
function m-files (Parameters.m, ArcApprox.m, MapToP.m, GetAlpha.m, Loading.m,
FEAjOpt.m, Opt.m, and FEA.m) to do the bulk of the computations required.
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6.2 OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYSIS PROCESS (MASTER.M)
The entire analysis process is governed by the script m-file Master.m. This is the main
controller of all the input and output to and from the individual functions. Master.m it
requires no input and produces no official "output". However, since it is a script file, the
variables that are assigned here are stored in the active workspace, which aids in debugging.
Master.m also serves as a good location to place plotting commands to graphically represent
the results from each operation. For the sake of simplicity, the only plotting commands that
are included in the code are those at the very end that display the final nodal support spacing
around the airfoil.
The actual code forMaster.m, and the variables utilized herein are given in Appendix
D.l. In its most simple form, the analysis process takes the form displayed in Figure 6.1.
Clear
Previous
Results
Set Global
Variables
Set Parameters
(Parameters.m)
Load Airfoil
Coordinates
(allfoils.txt)
Calculate
Perimeter
(ArcApprox.m)
Determine
Perimeter Scale
Factor
LoadCp
Distribution
(allcpx.txt)
Scale Coordinates
and Cp Distribution
Accordingly
Re-determine
Perimeter
(ArcApprox.m)
Calculate
Element Length
Map Airfoil into
Elements
(MapToP.m)
Determine Leading
EdgeNode
Determine Global
Element Orientation
(GetAlpha.m)
Evaluate Nodal
Loading
(Loading.m)
Lower Surface
Store Nodal
Coordinate and
Loading Data
Figure 6.1 - Flow chart for the overall analysis process (Master.m)
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The flow chart given in Figure 6.1 is synonymous with the following process, which is
explained in detail in Section 6.3:
1) Type "Master" at the command line. This immediately calls up and begins to run the
Master.m script file.
2) The Parameters function, and all the pertinent variables are assigned values.
3) The allfoils.txt file is loaded, and the total number of airfoils is determined.
4) A quick determination of the perimeter of the airfoil is determined by the ArcApprox
function. From this function, a scale factor is calculated for each airfoil so that all have
the same perimeter.
5) The allcpx.file is loaded, and each pressure coefficient distribution and each airfoil are
scaled.
6) Another pass around the airfoils with the ArcApprox function creates several variables
used in mapping (meshing) the airfoil.
7) Each airfoil is mapped into a set number of equal length elements around the perimeter
using theMapToP function.
8) The orientation of each of these elements with respect to a global coordinate system is
determined using the GetAlpha function.
9) The pressure coefficient distribution is fit with a series of cubic polynomials in the
Loading function as a means of determining a pressure value at each element node.
10)The airfoils are scaled to actual size for finite element analysis.
11) The finite element analysis is performed using the FEAJDpt, Opt, and FEA functions
starting from the leading edge of the airfoil and traveling toward the trailing edge, first
along the lower surface, then the upper.
The FEAJDpt function controls the optimization of support spacing across all five
airfoils, such that all airfoils are taken into account in the analysis.
The Opt function employs a zero-order optimization method to maximize each
support spacing while staying within a specified allowable skin deflection.
The FEA function does the actual finite element analysis for each iteration.
12)The results of the optimization are saved to files and displayed on a plot of the original
airfoil, the displaced airfoil, the number of supports required, and the support locations.
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6.3 DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL FUNCTIONS
The following sections are structured such that each function m-file is discussed
separately, and each section explains the theory behind that particular function.
6.3.1 Setting the Relevant Parameters (Parameters.m)
This algorithm is designed to be the single file that contains all of the parameters that
were subject to change during subsequent optimization iterations. This algorithm is where
the total number of finite elements desired can be entered. It is also where the aircraft
specific data, both physical and aerodynamic is entered. A few preliminary calculations are
performed within this algorithm in terms of lift coefficient, Reynolds number, and area
moment of inertia to name a few. Although many parameters can be entered or determined
within this algorithm there are only a handful required to perform the current analysis. The
Parameters.m function requires no input, but it does produce several output items including:
Total number of elements in each
airfoil (Nelm)
Total number of nodes in each
airfoil (K)
Dynamic pressure (q)
Static (freestream) pressure (po)
Modulus ofElasticity (E)
Area moment of inertia (II)
Cross-sectional area (A)
Allowable deflection (deflall)
Mean aerodynamic chord (mac)
Lift coefficient (CI)
Reynolds number (Re)
The code for the Parameters.m file, including a table of all the variables used, can be
found in Appendix D.2. The order of variable assignment is given in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2 - Flow chart for Parameters.m
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6.3.2 Approximating the Airfoil Perimeter (ArcApprox.m)
The approximation of the airfoil perimeter is probably one of the most important
steps in the entire multiple airfoil analysis process. However, it poses quite a challenge as
well. The challenge lies in the transformation of fairly random sets of airfoil shapes in the
form of x,z-coordinate pairs into something that can be defined mathematically, and stored
for further analysis.
The ultimate goal of this function is to take the fairly segmented data, which defines
airfoil shape, as shown in Figure 6.3, and somehow describe it mathematically such that it is
reasonably continuous all the way around the perimeter of the airfoil.
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Figure 6.3 - Plot of c5a airfoil coordinates
Perhaps the first thing that comes to mind when attempting to represent discrete data
with a continuous function is to curve fit it to a known function. This is fine for representing
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data that is supposed to adhere to some analytically determined solution. In this case
however, there are endless possibilities for airfoil shapes, and therefore, no set analytical way
to represent the data. This doesn't completely rule out the curve fit concept. It just presents
the necessity to use several curve fits to represent the airfoil perimeter, where the curve
fitting parameters are stored for each fit.
Now, when it comes to fitting a few points at a time, the first method that usually
comes to mind is a cubic polynomial curve fit. The basic premise of this is to take four
known points and fit a cubic polynomial through them. Using each consecutive set of four
data points, one could conceivably make a somewhat continuous trip from trailing edge to
leading edge to trailing edge; storing coefficients with each fit. However, every fourth data
point would potentially have a slope discontinuity due to two unrelated polynomials meeting.
A possible remedy may be to use overlapping curve fits and only store coefficients to those
points in the middle of the polynomial, but that increases the number of curve fits required,
and in turn, the number of coefficients to store and manage. Polynomial coefficients also
have the inherent tendency of not lending themselves well to intuitively envisioning the
curve itself. In addition, this process would have to be broken up between the upper and
lower surface, as the cubic curve fit couldn't wrap around the leading edge where the slope is
infinite. The aforementioned are all fairly strong arguments against the cubic polynomial
curve fitting of the airfoil coordinates, but probably the strongest argument lies in the
forethought of what the next analysis step is once the airfoil has been successfully
approximated as a continuous shape.
That next step hinges on one major decision that must be made at the start of analysis.
If the wing under analysis is to achieve each of the different airfoil shapes accurately, one of
the following three things must happen:
Chord remains the same, perimeter changes
Perimeter remains the same, chord changes
Both the chord and perimeter change
Although it provides for a great deal of flexibility, allowing both the chord and
perimeter to change introduces an unnecessary complexity in problem formulation and
analysis, not to mention increased complexity in actual design. This complexity constraint
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narrows the choice to whether perimeter or chord should be held constant as wing geometry
adapts from one airfoil shape to the next. At first, the obvious choice may be to hold the
chord constant, since all the airfoils already have unity chord length. However, allowing the
perimeter to vary presents the obvious problem of requiring the addition or elimination of
surface skin material to achieve the different airfoil shapes. Also, dividing each airfoil
perimeter into an equal number of elements forces each airfoil to have different element
lengths, which complicates the finite element analysis. Given these arguments, the only
remaining logical choice is to keep the perimeter constant, and allow only the chord to
change. This doesn't require the addition or deletion of surface skin material, just its
manipulation. All of the element lengths would be equal across all airfoil shapes. And,
increasing or decreasing the chord length from within the wing does seem to be a reasonable
method of achieving the desired shape.
With the decision to keep the perimeter constant, the original problem of how to
represent the airfoil data continuously has a new constraint. In order to establish the value of
the constant perimeter, a means must be devised to measure the perimeter. This
measurement would be difficult using a cubic polynomial process. In order to get a
reasonable estimate of the perimeter, the airfoil would need to be divided up into thousands
of data points. Then the distances between all those points would have to be determined and
added up.
Probably one of the most efficient methods of approximating the perimeter of a
rounded or curved line is by establishing an arc that best fits that curve, and calculating its
arc length. If the object is a circle, the perimeter (circumference) can be determined with
only one variable, the radius. However, since an airfoil shape does not closely resemble a
circle, numerous arcs will be necessary to describe its shape. The ArcApprox function is
employed to sub-segment an airfoil into numerous circular arcs.
As seen in Figure 6.4 it takes three points to define an arc. A center and two
endpoints could be used, or three points on the arc itself.
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X1.Y1
X2.Y2
X1.Y1
Xc.Yc
X2.Y2
Xc.Yc
X3.Y3
Figure 6.4 - Arcs defined by 3 points (left) and a center and 2 points (right)
The approximation of the shape of the airfoils in this thesis utilizes both methods. First, in
order to define an arc using three points on the surface, the center of the arc (Xc,Yc), must
still be determined. The geometry of an arc requires that the center lies at the intersection of
the perpendicular bisectors of two lines connecting the first and third points to the second,
respectively, as displayed in Figure 6.5.
X1.Y1
midX1,midY1
X2,Y2
midX2,midY2
Xc,Yc
X3.Y3
Figure 6.5 - Determining the center of an arc defined by 3 points on the arc
In order to determine the coordinates (Xc,Yc) of the center of the arc, an equation for each of
the bisecting lines must be found, and the solution to where they intersect must be
determined. A point-slope formulation (y yi = m(x - xj)) suits this situation well. The
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coordinates (XI,Yl, X2,Y2, X3,Y3) are known values, and the midpoints (midXl ,midYl ,
midX2,midY2) can be easily determined from
.,V1
Xl + Xl 72 + 71
mzdA 1 = , midYl =
1
.,v_ X3 + X2
.Jv
73 + 72
( 6>1 J
Equation ( 6.1 ) gives the necessary points on the straight line segments noted in Figure 6.5,
which are also common to the perpendicular bisectors. In order to determine the necessary
slopes of the bisectors, the slopes (Ml andM2) of the bisected lines must be determined from
,,,
72-71
w 73-72Ml = , M2 = (6.2)
Xl-Xl X3-X2
Then the slopes of the perpendicular bisectors can be determined using
1 1
m\ = , m2 = (6.3)
Ml Ml
'
The equations for the two bisecting lines become
7 - midYl = ml(X - midXl)
Y - midYl =ml(X - midXl)
(6.4)
Setting the point where the two lines intersect Figure 6.5 equal to (Xc,Yc) and re-arranging
the two equations into matrix form gives
1 -ml
1 -m2
'Yc) J midYl - ml(midX l) )
Xc\ [midYl - ml{midX l)\
( 6'5 )
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Finally, the numerical values for the coordinates of the center of the arc as defined by three
points on the arc are given by
Yc]
\Xc\
1 -ml
1 m2
_1f midYl-ml{midXl))
[midY2 - mlymidX 2)J
(6.6)
With the process of determining the center point of an individual circular arc segment
defined, the process can now be applied to the actual airfoil coordinates. First, starting at the
trailing edge of the upper surface, three points are used to define an arc as shown in Figure
6.6. Note that a few of the points on the lower surface have been removed for clarity.
X3.Z3 X2.Z2
Xca.Zca
Figure 6.6 - Initial arc approximation using the first 3 data points
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The variables depicted in Figure 6.6 are defined as follows:
X1,Z1, X2,Z2, X3,Z3 the first three coordinates on the upper surface (Note that
these coordinates are now in the X,Z-plane instead of the X,Y-plane. This is done
so the nomenclature matches the finite element conventions later)
Xca.Zca - the coordinates of the center of the arc segment (from Equation ( 6.6 ))
Ra the radius of the arc as determined by the distance from the center to any one
of the points on the arc (convention here is to use the middle point (X2,Z2))
R =V(X2-Xc)2+(Z2-Zc)2 ( 6.7 )
Ola, 63a the angles measured counter-clockwise from a positive x-axis
originating at the center of the arc to the points (XI,Zl) and (X3,Z3) respectively
01 = arctan
( Zl-Zc\
XI- Xc
63 = arctan
Z3-Zc
X3-Xc
da - the angle measured between Ola and 63a
6 = 63-61
Sa - the arc length of this first arc
S=6R
(6.8)
(6.9)
( 6.10 )
As with a cubic polynomial curve fit, the one source of inaccuracy that cannot be
easily escaped when using many arcs to describe a curve is the slope discontinuity
encountered where two arcs meet. However, since the practicality of using arcs has already
been determined, the only option available in reducing these discontinuities is to overlap the
arcs, such that the second point of one arc becomes the starting point of the next. This is
shown in Figure 6.7.
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Xcb.Zcb
Figure 6.7 - Addition of a second arc approximation
Note the change in angular measurement convention from 63 (Figure 6.6) to 62
(Figure 6.7). This is necessary due to the fact that the need still remains for a good
approximation of the numerical value of the perimeter. Since the arcs are now overlapping, a
complication arises in avoiding counting each arc length more than once. So a choice must
be made as to which part of the arc to include in the perimeter calculation. Either section
(from (X1,Z1) to (X2.Z2) or from (X2,Z2) to (X3,Z3)) will yield similar results, but only one
should be set as convention. In this case, the decision was to use the first section of each arc
for the perimeter approximation up until the last iteration on the lower surface, where the
entire arc length (from (XI,Zl) to (X3.Z3)) is used. This slightly alters the previously
mentioned angular definitions to read
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62a - the angle measured counter-clockwise from a positive x-axis originating at
the center of the arc to the point (X2,Z2)
' Z2-Zc^
62 = arctan
da - the angle measured between 61a and 62a
6 = 62-61
(6.11)
(6.12)
Figure 6.8 represents an improved view of the first two iterations of the arc
approximation method.
X4.Z4
Figure 6.8 - Closer view of the first two arc approximations
Note that airfoils are not always convex around the perimeter. In the case of the c5a
airfoil in particular, Figure 6.9 shows that there is a concave arc (A) on the upper surface and
one (D) on the lower surface. Explicit use of Equation ( 6.12 ) under concave curvature
would yield a negative 6 value, since 61 is greater than 62. This can be accounted for by
taking the absolute value of the difference between the angles.
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Figure 6.9 - Occurence of concave arcs (A & D) on the c5a airfoil
So the definition of 6becomes
6 = \61- Oil ( 6.13 )
The end result of this method produces a picture like the one shown in Figure 6.10 for
the c5a airfoil.
Plot of Arc Mapping (c5a)
-0.4
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x-dim, (%chord)
Figure 6.10 - Plot of all arcs used to approximate the c5a airfoil
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The actual code for the ArcApprox function, and the variables used in this algorithm
are given in Appendix D.3. The conceptual process employed by the ArcApprox algorithm is
described in Figure 6.11.
<STARJ>
Define 3
Consecutive
Points
1
Determine
Slopes
1
Determine
Midpoints
1
Calculate Arc
Center (Xc.Zc)
Calculate Arc
Radius (R)
Transpose
Outputs
END
Figure 6.11 - Flow chart for arc approximation function (ArcApprox.m)
The first time the ArcApprox function is called, the only output required is the matrix
of arc lengths (AL) to be used in determining the numerical value of the perimeter (PM) of
each airfoil. The second time the ArcApprox function is called, the airfoils have already been
scaled such that they have equal perimeters, and a great deal more output matrices (AL, Xc,
Zc, thetal, theta2, R) are required. These output matrices are to be used in the division of the
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airfoil perimeter into the desired number of elements suitable for finite element analysis.
This mapping, or meshing, is performed by theMapToP function described in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.3 Dividing the Airfoil Perimeter (MapToP.m)
The next step in the analysis is to take the scaled airfoils (all with equal perimeters
(PM)), and divide them into elements of equal length (h) based on the total number of
elements specified for the Nelm variable in the Parameters function such that
PM
h = -
Nelm
(6.14)
The inputs to the MapToP function are the outputs from the ArcApprox function (AL,
Xc, Zc, thetal, iheta.2, R) as well as the constant perimeter (PM) and the particular airfoil
number (m). MapToP also makes use of two global variables (Nelm and h). The MapToP
function is designed to use the quasi-continuous arc approximation of the airfoil shape as a
path to follow around the airfoil. By following an arc, the program takes steps of length h,
and uses the arc parameters to determine the global X,Z-coordinates of that node.
X2.Z2
Zca+Ra*sin(a)
Zca
Px.Pz
X1.Z1
- X
Xca+Ra*cos(a)
Figure 6.12 - Mapping a point along an arc into global coordinates
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Figure 6.12 shows an example of how any point along the arc can be successfully
mapped into global coordinates. Most of the variables in Figure 6.12 are the same as those
defined in the ArcApprox function (see Section 6.3.2). However, several new variables are
used/defined in theMapToP function, such as the angle (<j)) swept by k-elements
m WWt = LJzr1, (6.15)
R
the angle (a) measured counter-clockwise from a positive x-axis originating at the center of
the arc to the point (Px,Pz)
a = 6l + <t>, (6.16)
and the global coordinates (Px,Pz) of each node
Px = Xc + R cosa
Pz = Zc +Rsina
'
The global coordinates of any node along a governing arc can, therefore, be
determined based on the properties of that arc. The only tricky part now lies in devising a
way to keep track of which governing arc to follow, and how to change from one to the next
smoothly. This arc transition is accomplished by splitting up the airfoil into a host of
"transition points"(breakpoints). The breakpoints are predetermined points where the nodes
of the elements on one side of the transition point are governed by the parameters of one arc,
while the next arc governs the nodes of elements after the transition point. This concept is
depicted in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13 - How to determine which governing arc to follow
Once again, the process begins at the trailing edge of the upper surface and ends at
the trailing edge of the lower surface. One goal during this process is to make each transition
as smooth as possible so that jump (Co) discontinuities are eliminated and only small slope
(CO discontinuities are permitted. The continuity constraints can be modeled by defining
each transition point to occur at one of the scaled airfoil coordinate points. By this definition,
both arcs must pass through the scaled airfoil coordinate point, therefore eliminating any
jump discontinuity. The breakpoint is based on the distance traveled around the perimeter of
the airfoil, starting at the trailing edge of the upper surface. So, using the convention
described in the ArcApprox section (Section 6.3.2), the first breakpoint would be equal to Sa,
the second would equal Sa+Sb, and so on (see Figure 6.8). As the product (x) of element
length (h) times node number (k) increases, those values of x less than each breakpoint
become governed by the arc leading up to that breakpoint. The use of breakpoints requires
the previous definition for the angle 0in Figure 6.12 to be augmented as
<f> =
MlV
_ (last breakpoint) ( 6.18 )
R
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The governing arc assigning process works nicely around the airfoil up until the
breakpoint that ends at the next-to-last scaled airfoil coordinate point on the trailing edge of
the lower surface. According to the current process, the algorithm would stop at this point
because there are no more governing arcs. However, there are still nodes remaining that
need to be assigned to a governing arc. All of the remaining nodes belong to the final
governing arc, so an artificial virtual breakpoint is set at a value of PM + 1 and all the
remaining nodes are assigned to that final arc. Upon completion of the MapToP function, the
airfoil has been successfully divided into the number of elements specified by Nelm, with a
total number of nodes (K) equal to Nelm + 1 . An example of theMapToP function output for
the c5a airfoil is shown in Figure 6. 14.
i 1 1 1
o Scaled Coordinates
03 X Element Nodes
-
? Leading Node
0.2 -
? -1
CD
-
p
cm
-
-0.2
-
-
-0.3
. i i 1 i i i
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x-dim, (%chord)
Figure 6.14 - Results ofMapToP function for the c5a airfoil
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Lastly, the MapToP function determines which node best identifies the leading edge
of the airfoil. Due to the potential differences in surface area between the upper and lower
surface, there is no guarantee that the division of nodes between surfaces occurs at exactly
the halfway point ((K- 1)12). Also, there is no guarantee that this division will occur at the
same node on all five airfoils used in this thesis. A zero-order search method is performed to
find this leading node (see Figure 6.15). Basically, the search for the leading edge node
initially sets a large value to a variable called minx. Then, once the global X-coordinate (Px)
for a node is found, if Px is less than the value of minx, the node number is recorded, and the
minx variable is reset to the value Px. The node number of the leading edge node is
determined when there are no nodal Px coordinates less than minx. The leading node
identified for the c5a airfoil can be seen in Figure 6.15, as a close-up view of the leading
edge of the c5a airfoil shown previously in Figure 6.14.
1 1 1 i
... J^l
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X
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Figure 6.15 - Close-up view of c5a airfoil of Figure 6.14 showing the leading node indicated by the
open square
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The actual code for the MapToP function, and the variables used in this algorithm are
given in Appendix D.4. The conceptual process for the MapToP function is depicted
schematically in Figure 6.16.
"f
Set Initial
Values
1
>.
'
Distance Along
Perimeter
(x = h*k) Determine <|>
i < ( 1
Next Node
Determine aNext Governing
Arc
1t Calculate Global
X,Z-Coordinates
of Node
Set New
Breakpoint
' 1i,
NO ^x < breakpoint?^;
YES Check for
Leading Node
(div)
Figure 6.16 - Flow chart for MapToX function
The MapToX function is called once per airfoil, and each time it is called, the output
is the global X,Z-coordinates (Px,Pz) of every node around the perimeter of the airfoil and
the node number (div) marking the leading edge of the mapped, or meshed, airfoil. Once
these nodal coordinates are known, the next step is to determine the orientation of each
element with respect to the global X,Z-axis as required by the finite element analysis
described in Section 6.3.6. This element orientation is accomplished by the GetAlpha
function described in Section 6.3.4.
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6.3.4 Determining Element Orientation (GetAlpha.m)
The main objective of the GetAlpha function is to travel from the leading edge (div)
to the trailing edge of the airfoil, lower surface first, followed by the upper surface,
determining the orientation of each element to the global X,Z-axis. The variable and sign
convention for each element is shown in Figure 6.17.
Leading Node
Px1,Pz1
Trailing Node
Px2,Pz2
Figure 6.17 - Variable and sign convention for the GetAlpha function
The variable definitions are as follows:
Pxl,Pzl - node coordinates on the leading edge side of every element
Px2,Pz2 - node coordinates on the trailing edge side of every element
a- rotation of each element with respect to the global X,Z-coordinate system
fPz2-Pz\\
a = arctan
Px2 - Pxl
(6.19)
One of the interesting features of the GetAlpha function is that it does not start at the
trailing edge of the upper surface as the past few functions have done. Instead, the GetAlpha
function begins at the absolute leading edge of the airfoil (which occurs at the div node) and
travels to the trailing edge. First, the lower surface of the airfoil is processed, then the upper
surface is processed. Scrutiny of lower, then upper airfoil surfaces will be mimicked in the
FEA analysis (Section 6.3.6)
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The actual code for the GetAlpha function, and the variables used in this algorithm
are given in Appendix D.5. The conceptual process is depicted schematically in Figure 6.18.
<START>
Lower Surface
E
Determine
nstart, nstep,
and nstop
"
Determine
Leading
Coordinates
'
Determine
Trailing
Coordinates
Next Element 1
Calculate a
1
Calculate cos(ct)
and sin(a)
Upper Surface
Figure 6.18 - Flow chart for GetAlpha function
It should be noted that the output of the GetAlpha function is actually in the form of
two vectors, one with the cosines of all the angles, and one with the sines of all the angles.
These sine and cosine calculations are performed in the GetAlpha function to reduce the
number of calculations performed in the finite element analysis (see Section 6.3.6).
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Now that the position and orientation of all the elements has been defined, the last
step prior to FEA is to determine the airfoil loading due to the pressure distribution. This
load determination is accomplished within the Loading function described in Section 6.3.5.
6.3.5 Establishing Pressure Values at Nodes (Loading.m)
The concept behind the Loading function was discussed earlier in the form of using a
series of cubic polynomial to fit an irregular set of data (see Section 6.3.2). Although the
multiple cubic polynomial method did not cater well to the goals of the airfoil shape curve
fit, it proves very useful in fitting the pressure coefficient distributions created by XFOIL in
Chapter 4 (see Appendix C.5). The allcpx.txt file generated by the GroupCpx macro in Excel
(see Chapter 5) is imported into MATLAB. For the c5a, the distribution appears as
depicted in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19 - Plot of pressure coefficient data fromXFOIL (c5a)
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The number of data points that make up these airfoil pressure distributions could vary
depending on the settings in XFOIL, so the first goal of the Loading function is to make the
distribution pseudo-continuous using the multiple cubic polynomial method. Here, the
objective of the polynomial fit to the allcpx.txt file data is to obtain a value for the pressure
coeffiecient (Cp) at each of the airfoil nodes (determined previously in Section 6.3.3).
A quick review of the cubic polynomial curve fitting process begins with describing
the function y(x) in terms of a generic third-order polynomial in x.
y(x) = b0+ bxx +
b2x2
+
b3x3 ( 6.20 )
Since there are four unknown coefficients (bt), four data points (Figure 6.20) are required to
uniquely determine these coefficients.
y(x)
x4,y4
x3,y3
x2,y2
x1,y1
Figure 6.20 - Four points to be fit using a cubic
polynomial
Since all four points must lie on the curve, the following equations must be satisfied
yl = b0+bixl +
b2xl2 +b3xl3
y2 = b0+ bxxl +
b2x22
+
b3x23
y3 = b0+b1x3 +
b2x32+b3x33
y4 = b0+V4 +
b2xAl
+
V43
( 6.21 )
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Rearranging into matrix form as
1 xl xl2 xl3 [V [vl
1 x2 xl2 xl3 bx v2
1 x3 x32 x33 b2 v3
1 x4 x42 x43kJ
( 6.22 )
allows the determination of the coefficients as
*o 1 JCl xl
bx 1 xl xl
b2 1 x3 x3
1*3 J 1 x4 x4
xl3
-i
[vl]
xl3
v2
x33
v3
x43
j4j
( 6.23 )
Once numerical values have been established for the coefficients (&,), the polynomial
approximation to y(x) is defined and the curve fit applied as shown in Figure 6.21.
y(x)
x4,y4
y(x) = b0 +b,x+ b2x2 + b3x3
x1,y1
Figure 6.21 - Cubic polynomial fit to original four points
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For successive piece-wise polynomial fits, the challenge now lies in overcoming the
inherent slope discontinuities that may arise when putting two of these piecewise fits end to
end. As before, letting the curve fits overlap reduces this effect. However, a conflict arises
in the current application when it comes to assigning a unique value for the pressure
coefficient at each airfoil node, because the area spanned by two consecutive points could
potentially be governed by three different polynomials.
This is similar to the problem encountered when using the overlapping arc
approximations of the airfoil shape (see Section 6.3.2). As discussed earlier in Section 6.3.2,
the solution to the overlap problem lies in establishing a convention that will uniquely define
which governing polynomial applies to each node. Looking at the curve fit in Figure 6.21,
the polynomial segment least likely to lead to discontinuities lies between the middle two
points. Hence, for each cubic polynomial curve fit performed to the airfoil Cp data, only the
polynomial segment between the second and third points will be used to assign pressure
coefficient values to each one of the airfoil nodes. For the first curve fit, the polynomial
segment between the first and second points is used, and for the last fit, the polynomial
segment between the third and fourth points is used. The aforementioned convention is
incorporated into the Loading function.
The input to the Loading function is in the form of one airfoil surface at a time. First,
all of the X-coordinates of the airfoil for the upper surface (up to div, the leading edge node)
and the Cp distribution for the upper surface are analyzed beginning at the trailing edge of the
upper surface. Next, the lower surface X-coordinates (div to K) and the Cp distribution for
the lower surface are input. The nodal Cp values for each analysis (upper surface and lower
surface) are output to the Master.m file. Due to the convention of XFOIL, there are two
values for Cp at the leading node (div), one for the upper distribution, and one for the lower.
These two leading node Cp values may not be exactly the same, and to account for this
discrepancy, simple averaging is performed. An example of the final results of the fitting
process performed by the Loading algorithm for the c5a airfoil is shown in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.22 - Pressure coefficient results of the Loading function
Once the values for Cp have been determined at each of the nodes, Equation (2.1 ) is
used to convert this Cp distribution into a pressure distribution (P), with a simple
accommodation for the sign convention of the finite element analysis where Pupper is negated
prior to FEA. The actual code for the Loading function, and the variables used in this
algorithm are given in Appendix D.6. The conceptual process for the Loading function is
depicted in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23 - Flow chart for the Loading function
The Loading function is applied to the Cp data for each airfoil. The function output
for each airfoil is a vector containing the pressure value at each respective airfoil node.
Hence, after data pre-processing by the algorithms up to, and including, the Loading
function, all elements of all airfoils have been uniquely defined in terms of position and
loading. The next step in the analysis of the five airfoils is to perform the finite element
analysis described in Section 6.3.6 and the support spacing optimization described in
Sections 6.3.7, and 6.3.8.
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6.3.6 Finite Element Analysis (FEA.m)
The finite element analysis process for this particular application involves the calling
of three embedded functions. First, the FEAJDpt function is called from the Master.m file.
The FEAJDpt function keeps track of the support spacings for all airfoils. Within this
function is a call to the Opt function, which determines the maximum spacing for each
individual support based upon evaluation criteria which limit the lateral deflection of airfoil
elements under load. The Opt function needs to call the FEA function to perform the actual
finite element analysis to assess airfoil element lateral deflection for each specific airfoil/load
configuration. Based on the aforementioned interdependent structure, the FEA function is
discussed presently.
The FEA function may be called thousands of times by the Opt function, and each
call to FEA may require thousands of calculations. Although the execution of the FEA
function is quite mathematically intensive, the task performed is to take a specific set of
consecutive airfoil elements (determined by the Opt function), complete with orientation and
loading information, clamp the nodes closest to the leading and trailing edges, and output the
resulting deflections. The FEA function is designed to perform the same task regardless of
the airfoil, load configuration, or surface.
In order to perform any finite element analysis, one of the most important steps is to
define what type of element best represents the structure being analyzed. If the structure is
the skin of a traditional aircraft wing, the most ideal elements to use would be thin-walled
shell elements. These could easily account for curvature of the wing, and variations in
dimensions and loading along the wing. A second choice of elements would most likely be a
plate element. These still allow for variations in all three dimensions, and they are easier to
implement in coding. However, due to the great amount of curvature at the leading edge of
the airfoil, a large number of plate elements would be required to attempt to approximate that
curvature.
Although these are the preferred element types for analyzing the skin of an actual
wing, they are not required to achieve the objective of this thesis. The focus here is on the
optimization of support spacings around the interior surface of a wing. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the wing in this case is of constant cross-section, which also means the loading is
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constant along the wing (if wing end-effects are neglected). All references to the Lockheed-
Georgia C5 have been to obtain a set of airfoil coordinates, physical data, and aerodynamic
data. So instead of analyzing a fhree-dimensionally varying surface, the structure is
simplified to only varying in two (cross-sectional) dimensions (X and Z). This allows the
airfoil/wing skin to be represented by a series of connected beams instead of plates.
Specifically, the analysis is performed using the theory governing Euler-Bernoulli frame
elements.10
Due to the fact that the pressure distribution is based on a unit width, each element
will have width = 1, length = h (defined by the ArcApprox function in Section 6.3.2), and
thickness = t (defined by the Parameters function in Section 6.3.1).
Generalized displacements
Generalized forces
Figure 6.24 - Generalized displacements and forces for the Euler-Bernoulli frame element
(width = 1)
Based on the element diagrams in Figure 6.24, it can be shown that the finite element
model for the frame (beam) element consists of an element stiffness matrix Ke, displacement
vector u
e
, and force vector F
e
so that
[Ke]{ueh{F<} (6-24)
10 All theory for general beam elements and Euler-Bernoulli
frame elements gathered from: An Introduction to
the Finite ElementMethod.
2nd Ed., J.N.Reddy, 1993, McGraw-Hill, Inc., pp. 143-172.
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ElementDisplacementVector
In terms of the local (x,z) coordinate system defined for each element, the
generalized displacements shown in Figure 6.24 can be represented by
Wj ux
u2 Vv,
!"'}= u3
u5
u6
. =: -
Ox
u2
w2
where
u = axialdisplacement
vv = transverse displacement
6 = = slopeat thenode
ax
(6.25)
ElementStiffnessMatrix
Basic beam-bending theory traditionally gives the element stiffness matrix as
[?]= 2EI
6 -3h -6 -3h
-3h
2h2 3h h2
-6 3h 6 3h
-3h
h2 3h 2h2
where
E =modulus of elasticity
/ = areamoment of inertia
h = element length
( 6.26 )
Here, only transverse deflections are allowed to occur under the assumption that axial
deflections ux = w4 = 0 . In order to account for transverse and axial deflections noted in
Equation ( 6.25 ), the element stiffness matrix needs to be
[if-]- 2EI
M 0 0 -M 0
0 6 -3h 0 -6
0 -3/i
2h2 0 3h
-M 0 0 i" 0
0 -6 3h 0 6
0 -3h
h2 0 3h
0
-3h
h2
0
3h
where//
Ah2
27
(6.27)
which conforms to Equations ( 6.24 ) and ( 6.25 ).
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Element ForceVector
An explicit representation of the element force vector for this application is more
difficult to establish. It begins with traditional beam-bending theory (no axial loading) as
M={r}+fo*} ( 6.28 )
In this notation Q\ is the collection of point loads and moments applied directly at the nodes
as depicted in Figure 6.25a,
2,
i
Q4
f,
(b)
(a)
/i
/.,
f,
V ^
m
(c)
-
7,
Figure 6.25 - Various loading configurations for an Euler-Bernoulli frame element
and
fe
represents the resultant point loads and moments from the application of either a
transverse point load/= Fo at a distance xo within the element (Figure 6.25b), or a distributed
load/= f(x) along the element (Figure 6.25c),. In either case the loading is distributed to
the nodes using
f;=fj:f(x)ax (6.29)
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where $ represents the Hermite cubic interpolation functions expressed in terms of the local
coordinate x :
tf =1-3
fY\2
KhJ
#=3
(r\2
\hJ
-2
+ 1
'^3
KhJ
, (j)e2 = -x
KhJ
, $1 = -x
1--
V hJ
_N2/7\
v^
x
~h
( 6.30 )
When applying the pressure distributions P(x) to their respective airfoils, one issue to
keep in mind is the pressure distribution is always applied perpendicular to the surface of the
wing. This means that (for small elements) the pressure value at each node can be
approximated as perfectly transverse. So for each element, let PI be the pressure value of the
node closest to the leading edge of the element (x = 0) , and let P2 be the pressure value at
the trailing side (x = h)of the element as shown in Figure 6.26.
Figure 6.26 - Applying pressures (from Loading function) to element nodes
In order to effectively convert these pressure values into the corresponding loads at
the nodes, an expression for the variance in pressure as a function of x must be found. In
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this case, the pressure distribution, P(x) , was approximated as varying linearly from P] to P2
such that
P(x) = -
P2~Pl-
o'-x + P
h ( 6.31 )
Note that the negative sign in front of the right-hand expression in Equation (6.31 ) is
included so that the loading agrees (in sign convention) with the model shown in Figure 6.24.
Letting f(x) = P(x) and using the interpolation functions given in ( 6.30 ), Equation
( 6.29 ) can now be used to obtain the values of the element force vector strictly in terms of
the known values: PI, P2, and h. The integration was performed using Maple V (see
Appendix E), and the resulting force vector is
A -3h(3P2 +1PJ
h 1 h2(2P2+3Pl)
U ~60 -3h(lP2+3Pl)
u. -h2{3P1+lPx)_
( 6.32 )
Keep in mind that the relationship defined by Equation ( 6.32 ) has been developed
excluding any axial loadings. However, in the case of an airfoil/wing skin analysis, there
exists a distributed skin drag loading that would be imposed axially on each skin element.
This axial loading is neglected in this thesis under the assumption that the primary cause of
variance from an ideal airfoil/wing shape is due to the lateral deflection caused by the
pressure distribution on that airfoil/wing. In accordance with the element displacement
vectors defined in Equation ( 6.25 ), the equivalent resultant forces and moments (//)
defined in Equation ( 6.32 ) become
0
'/,'
h
l
~60'
f5
/.
-3h(3P2+7Pl)
h2{lP2+3Px)
0
-3h{lP2+3Px)
-/i2(3P2 + 2P1)
( 6.33 )
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The only externally-applied nodal forces and moments (Q*) in the entire analysis are
those unknown reaction forces that occur at nodes where supports are located due to the
clamped boundary condition at those nodes. The incorporation of these external forces and
moments into the current analysis is described using the simple two-element example shown
in Figure 6.27a, which shows a beam clamped at both ends and under a uniformly distributed
load/o.
S" <
im =f0
t ? * I I LJ I M t l t t * t M i t t ?
(a)
U2 -Q2
ul.Q!
u5,Q5
-
1 r\ '
-u , Q4 ' ^4
(b)
U2 -Ql
2 z-.2
*<-
2 n2
2 r,2
"S.Q5
2 n'
2 r\2
"4'-4
U
'
= 0, Q = unknown
U = 0, Q = unknown
U = 0, Q = unknown
U= unknown, Q5+ Q = 0
V = unknown, Qj- Q = 06 6 *~j
U - unknown, Q4+ Q = 0
U = 0, Q = unknown
U = 0, Q = unknown
U = 0, Q = unknown
(c)
Figure 6.27 - Two-element global assembly of applied distributed loading on a beam
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Figure 6.27b shows each element separately with each respective element degree of
freedom u. and applied force/moment definitions Q. . These element degrees of freedom
(wf ) are related to the global degrees of freedom [/, (see Figure 6.27c) by
u\=Ux, u\=U2, u\=Ul
u\=ul =Ui, u\=u2=U5, ul=u2=U6,
u\=U1,
u2
=U%, ul=Ug
( 6.34 )
In general, the equilibrium of the generalized forces at a node between two connecting
elements (T) and (2) requires that
Q\ +
Q2
= applied external axial force
Q\+Ql = applied external point force
Ql +
Q2
= applied external bending moment
( 6.35 )
If no external applied forces are given, the sum should be equated to zero as shown in Figure
6.27c. Hence, the globally assembled Q. vector for the two-element example becomes
g; =
Ql 'Ql]
Ql Ql
Ql Ql
Q\ + Q? 0
Ql + Ql = 0
Ql + Ql 0
Ql Ql
Ql Ql
{ Ql Ql
( 6.36 )
The only way to determine the six unknown
generalized reaction forces at the
clamped nodes (see Figure 6.27c) is to globally assemble the two element stiffness matrices
Ke (Equation ( 6.27 )), element displacement vectors
ue (Equation ( 6.25 )), and element
force vectors
Fe (Equation ( 6.28 )) into the global stiffness matrix
Ke
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[*] 1EI
where p.
M 0 0 -V 0 0 0 0
0 6 -3h 0 -6 -3h 0 0
0 -3h lh2 0 3/z h2 0 0
-M 0 0 M + M 0 + 0 0 + 0 ~M 0
0 -6 3h 0 + 0 6 + 6 3h-3h 0 -6
0 -3/i h2 0 + 0 3h-3h lh2+lh2 0 3/z
0 0 0 -/" 0 0 M 0
0 0 0 0 -6 3h 0 6
0 0 0 0 -3/j h2 0 3/z
Ah2
0
0
0
0
-3h
h2
0
3/z
lh2
( 6.37 )
2/
the global displacement vector ue
kl=
u3
u6
u7
u0
( 6.38 )
and the global force vector Fe
Fe
=
fx Ql
si Ql
ti Ql
ti+fx2 0
ti+ti + 0
ti+ti 0
ti Ql
ti Ql
{ ti \ Ql
( 6.39 )
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Once the global matrices are assembled, Equation ( 6.24 ) can be expanded from an element
equation into a global equation as
[/r]{Me}={Fe} (6.40)
The global displacement vector ue can be determined by applying the appropriate clamped
boundary conditions for the two-element example (U].3 = U7.9 = 0) and solving Equation (
6.47 ) for the remaining unknown global displacements (U4.6) using
{M'}=H_1{Fe} (6.41)
Once all global displacements (U1.9) have been determined, the unknown generalized
reaction forces (Q. ) can then be determined using Equation ( 6.46 ) in ( 6.47 ) as
HH={r}+fee} <6-42)
which (upon rearranging) results in
{<2<}=MH-{r} <6-43>
The primary motivation for calculating the unknown generalized reaction forces in
Equation ( 6.46 ) is to determine stresses and strains within the two elements. However, if
only reasonably small deflections are allowed (as in the case of the airfoils), the internal
stresses and strains from a plane-strain perspective can be assumed to lie within the limits of
the material, and may be neglected. As a result, the values of the unknown generalized
reaction forces in Equation ( 6.46 ) become inconsequential.
If the two-element example was expanded to include n-elements, the number of
unknown generalized reaction forces (6) in the right-most vector of Equation ( 6.46 ) would
remain the same, while the number of zeros in the middle of the vector would increase. In
addition, since the six unknown generalized reaction forces are eliminated from the finite
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element analysis upon imposition of the clamped boundary conditions Uj.3 = U7.9 = 0 (refer
to Figure 6.27c), the generalized applied force vector (Q') can be eliminated from Equation
( 6.28 ), leaving
H={/<} ( 6.44 )
The two-element example closely relates to the present analysis of the C5 airfoils. The only
applied loading is the pressure distribution on each airfoil, and the assumption of small skin
deflections allows the elimination of the generalized applied force vector ( Q. ) in the finite
element analysis. Hence, Equation ( 6.44 ) holds for the airfoil/wing skin finite element
analysis, and the loading of each airfoil comes strictly from the pressure distributions on the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces (see Equation ( 6.33 )) and the finalized element force
vector
\Fe} in Equation ( 6.44 ) becomes
1 J 60'
0
-3h(3P2+lP1)
/z2(2P2+3P,)
0
-3h(lP2+3P1)
-h2(3P2+lPx)
( 6.45 )
TransformationMatrix
With all of the airfoil/wing skin elements dimensionally identical (width = 1, height =
h, thickness = t) due to the discretization scheme used in Section 6.3.3, the more important
property becomes the element's orientation with respect to the global coordinates (x,z).
However, Equations ( 6.25 ), ( 6.27 ), and ( 6.45 ) are all based on an element's local
coordinates (3c, z). As a result, there arises a need to communicate information from one set
of coordinates to the other. This communication is accomplished through the use of a
transformation matrix.
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Element degrees of freedom
Global degrees of freedom
Figure 6.28 - Distinguishing between local and global degrees of freedom
Based on the geometric relationships shown in Figure 6.28, the local coordinates
(x, y, z) and the global coordinates (x, y, z) can be interrelated as:
( 6.46 )
X cosa 0 sina X
y . = 0 1 0 y
z -sina 0 cosa z
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From Equation ( 6.46 ), and since this application only involves a 2-D structure, it can be
shown that the relationship between the local displacements (u,w,6~), defined in Equation
( 6.25 ), and the global displacements (u,w,d) is given by
u cosa since 0 u
vv = -since cosa 0 vv
6 0 0 1 6
(6.47)
Applying Equation ( 6.47 ) to Equation ( 6.25 ) gives
Wj cosce since 0 0 0 0
u2 -sinctr cosa 0 0 0 0
z73 0 0 1 0 0 0
w4 0 0 0 cosa since 0
z75 0 0 0 -since cosce 0
u6 0 0 0 0 0 1
( 6.48 )
or
{r}=[r]{u<} ( 6.49 )
Similarly, the element force vectors in the local and global coordinate systems are related
according to
H=HH ( 6.50 )
In order to get the relationship between the local and global element stiffness matrices, the
above relationships must be substituted into the governing element equation
HM=M ( 6.51 )
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Substituting ( 6.49 ) and ( 6.50 ) into ( 6.51 ) yields
[* ' ]Hfr' }= Hf*" ' } (6.52)
It can be shown that [Te\ . Therefore, premultiplying both sides with
[Te]T
yields
[r]r[jr]HH={F<} (6.53)
which gives
k'i=&-nr-]b"i {f<}=ht[h h=hth (6.54)
Hence, element stiffness Ke , applied force Fe, and nodal displacements z7e in the local
coordinate system may be communicated to global stiffness
Ke
, applied force
Fe
, and nodal
displacements ue in the global coordinate system using the relationships in Equation ( 6.54 ).
Keep in mind that the GetAlpha function already determined the sines and cosines for
every element required in Equation ( 6.48 ). The variables E, I, and A required by Equations
( 6.26 ) and ( 6.27 )are fed into the FEA algorithm as global variables. The remaining pieces
of information required by the FEA algorithm are:
Which airfoil to analyze (m)
That airfoil's coordinates and pressure distribution (MappedFoils)
The sines and cosines from the GetAlpha function (C, S)
Which node to start at (kin)
Which direction to iterate (increasing or decreasing node numbers) (kstep)
How many elements to analyze (nelm)
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Given these input data, the FEA function performs the analysis according to the
process outlined in Figure 6.29. The actual code for the FEA function, and the variables used
in this algorithm are given in Appendix D.9.
Figure 6.29 - Flow chart for FEA function
The output from the FEA function consists of a vector of nodal displacements
ue
. Of
primary concern are the deflections u and vv, which represent the amount the node has moved
in the x and z directions respectively according to Equations ( 6.25 ), ( 6.47 ), and ( 6.48 ).
Based on these deflection values, the new global position (xnew, znew) of the node can be
found relative to its original coordinates (Px,Pz) using
xnew = Px + u
znew = Pz + w
( 6.55 )
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And the global deflection, or the amount of variance from the original airfoil shape, can be
determined using
defl =*Ju2+w2 ( 6.56 )
Every time the FEA function is called, the new global position of each node (xnew, znew)
from Equation ( 6.55 ), and the global deflection of the skin elements (defl) from Equation
( 6.56 ) are the outputs back to the calling function, Opt.
6.3.7 Optimizing Each Nodal Support Spacing (Opt.m)
The FEA function is used to determine the deflections of a specified number of
elements (Section 6.3.6). However, the need arises to maximize the number of elements
between nodal supports for each nodal support spacing. This nodal support spacing
maximization/optimization is accomplished bye the Opt function. The inputs to the Opt
function are:
Which node to start at (kin)
Which direction to iterate (increasing or decreasing node numbers) (kstep)
The trailing edge node for the current surface (kstop)
The node identified by kin is always closest to the leading edge for each nodal
support spacing iteration, and the kin node is considered clamped. The goal of the Opt
algorithm is to maximize the spacing between the starting nodal support location (kin) and
the ending nodal support location (kout) for each nodal support spacing iteration. The
process by which the Opt algorithm operates may be described using the example shown in
Figure 6.30. The algorithm begins with a minimum of two elements (nelm = 2), as depicted
in Figure 6.30a. Here, kin is input as node 1, and kout is set at node 3 by the number of
elements (nelm). Upon completion of the finite element analysis (FEA function, Section
6.3.6), it can be seen in Figure 6.30a that the maximum deflection achieved (deflmax) is less
than the maximum allowable deflection (deflall). The Opt algorithm then increases the
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number of elements (nelm) between kin and kout to three, as depicted in Figure 6.30b.
Again, the maximum deflection (deflmax) is calculated to be less than the maximum
allowable deflection (deflall). Hence, the Opt algorithm increases the number of elements
(nelm) between kin and kout to four, placing kout at node 5 as depicted in Figure 6.30c.
However, Figure 6.30c shows that the maximum deflection (deflmax), which occurs at node
3, is greater than the maximum allowable deflection (deflall), which makes the configuration
in Figure 6.30c undesirable. Hence, Figure 6.30b (where kin = 1 and kout = 4) represents the
optimal nodal support spacing.
dellall
kout (clamped)
Before FEA
After FEA
kin(clamped)
E CD
(a) nelm = 2
0 0
kout (clamped)
(b) nelm = 3
k^fclamped) koul (clamped)
0 a> 0 0
(c) nelm = 4
Figure 6.30 - Example of the nodal support spacing optimization process
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If, in the process of maximizing the nodal support spacing, the trailing edge node
(kstop) has been reached, the optimal value for kout is set at kstop, even if the maximum
deflection (deflmax) does not exceed the maximum allowable deflection (deflall). The
optimal kout value, along with the new nodal coordinates (xnew, znew), and the nodal
deflections (defl) (from the FEA function, Section 6.3.6) are the outputs of the Opt algorithm.
The actual code for the Opt function, and the variables used in this algorithm are
given in Appendix D.8. The process by which the Opt function operates is shown
schematically in Figure 6.31.
Set Initial
Values
1
Set New
Support
Spacing
Save Previous
Support
Spacing Data
Next Element
'
Perform FEA on
New Spacing
(FEA.m)
1
Determine
Maximum
Deflection NO
deflmax < deflall?
NOJ
-. YES p s'"Trailin
\Rea
YES
g Edge\
shed?/
Output Previous
Spacing Data
Output Current
Spacing Data
1 Ha
Figure 6.31 Flow chart for Opt function
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Each of these optimal nodal support spacings is based on a specified starting point
(kin). The function that specifies the starting points used in the Opt function, and keeps track
of all support spacings across all of the airfoils is the FEAJDpt function described in Section
6.3.8.
6.3.8 Controlling the Overall FEA and Optimization Process (FEAjJpt.m)
The specifics have been defined in Section 6.3.7 regarding the optimal nodal support
spacing for each iteration on each airfoil. However, careful attention must be paid so the
nodal support spacings are consistent across all of the airfoils. This thesis defines the
supports to be clamped in place, and the nodal support positions are considered final. Hence,
all nodal support spacings (with the exception of the leading edge node (div)) must occur at
the same node number on all five airfoils, while still maintaining the maximum allowable
deflection is not exceeded at any location on any of the airfoils.
Consider an example of five optimal support spacing results listed in Table 6.1, where
kin starts at the leading edge node number (div) and the kout node number is calculated by
the Opt function for each airfoil along the lower surface.
Airfoil kin (clamped) kout (clamped)
c5a 1002 1023
c5b 1003 1034
c5c 1004 1027
c5d 1001 1022
c5e 1002 1030
Table 6.1 - Sample results of optimal nodal support spacings for one iteration on all 5 airfoils
Table 6.1 shows that an optimal spacing on one airfoil (c5b, kout = 1034) may be too large
on another airfoil (c5d, kout - 1022). If this situation arises, the nodal support spacing for all
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five airfoils (for this iteration) must be set based on the minimum kout value (kout = 1022) as
shown in Table 6.2.
Airfoil kin (clamped) kout (clamped)
c5a 1002 1022
c5b 1003 1022
c5c 1004 1022
c5d 1001 1022
c5e 1002 1022
Table 6.2 - Uniform assignment of kout value for all 5 airfoils from Table 6. 1 based on a minimum kout value
(c5d, kout = 1022)
The FEAJDpt function starts at the leading edge node (div) of each airfoil (which
may occur at different node numbers). Then, traveling around the lower surface, the
FEAJ)pt function gets the value of the optimal nodal support spacing from the Opt function
for each of the five airfoils. Next, the FEAJDpt function determines the minimum kout value
of those spacings, and sets that spacing across all five airfoils. This kout value then becomes
the starting (kin) value for the next pass through the Opt algorithm for all five airfoils. This
iterative process continues until the trailing edge node (kstop) of the lower surface has been
reached, and then the process repeats for the upper surface. FEAJDpt is the final function
called by the Master program. The actual code for the FEAJDpt function, and the variables
used in this algorithm are given in Appendix D.7. The process by which the FEAJDpt
function operates is shown schematically in Figure 6.32.
The output from which the FEAJDpt function is the primary objective of this thesis.
That is, the number of supports required around the airfoils and the location of each support
has been determined such that several airfoil geometries of a single wing may be available
during flight. Chapter 7 presents the results of several different trials using the C5 airfoils,
with subsequent discussion in Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.32 - Flow chart for FEA_Opt function
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CHAPTER 7 - RESULTS
-2
-
-3
-
Original Mapped Airfoil
Deflected Airfoil
Supports
191 Supports Required
Average Spacing =0.090337 m
XVfMGiWSWZSm
2 3 4 5 6
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 7.1 Trial #1 [thickness = 0.00079375 m (1/32 in), allowable deflection = 0.001 m]
Figure 7.1 shows a plot of the optimal airfoil nodal support spacings for the initial
thickness (0.00079375 m) and allowable deflection (0.001 m). Here, 191 nodal supports are
required on the airfoil skin with an average support spacing of 0.090 m. For the sake of
comparison, several more trials were performed using varied combinations of thickness and
allowable deflection. Keep in mind that a change in any of the initial parameters would
produce a unique result. The main objective of changing the thickness and allowable
deflection is to verify the accuracy of the overall process. This is accomplished by a
comparison of the results of each trial with an intuitive consideration of what should happen
with each combination of thickness and allowable deflection.
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The second airfoil skin support optimization trial was performed for an allowable
deflection of 0.005 m. Naturally, with such a change, it would be expected the support
spacing would increase, and, that the number of supports required would decrease. This
presumption is verified by the results depicted in Figure 7.2 where 125 airfoil skin nodal
supports are required with and average spacing of 0.138 m.
-3-
Original Mapped Airfoil
Deflected Airfoil
Supports
2 3 4 5 6
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 7.2 - Trial #2 [thickness = 0.00079375 m (1/32 in), allowable deflection = 0.005 m]
The next alteration was meant to explore what might happen if the wing skin
thickness was increased to 0.003175 m (1/8 in). For the purpose of comparison with the
results in Figure 7.1, the allowable deflection was returned to its original 0.001 m.
Intuitively, the increased thickness should result in increased nodal support spacing and
fewer nodal supports required than the first trial. This presumption is confirmed by the
results shown in Figure 7.3 where 68 skin support nodes are required with an average spacing
of 0.253 m.
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Original Mapped Airfoil
Deflected Airfoil
Supports
e-oooooooo oe-
68 Supports Required
Average Spacing =0.25322 m
Qoooooooe
2 3 4 5 6
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 7.3 - Trial #3 [thickness = 0.003175 m (1/8 in), allowable deflection = 0.001 m]
The final trial was based on an increase in allowable deflection to 0.005 m, while
maintaining the increased thickness of 0.003175 m (1/8 in). Naturally, this combination
would be expected to produce the largest support spacing and fewest number of required
nodal supports of the previous three trials. Figure 7.4 does indicate that the presumption
holds. Here, only 44 skin support nodes are required with an average support spacing of
0.391 m.
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44 Supports Required
Average Spacing =0.39105 m
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2 3 4 5 6
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 7.4 - Trial #4 [thickness = 0.003175 m (1/8 in), allowable deflection = 0.005 m]
Based upon the number of nodal supports and the support spacing criteria, it may not
be entirely obvious the optimization process worked at all, as the deflected airfoil surface is
not easily distinguished. However, noting the ratio between mean aerodynamic chord length
and allowable deflection (8.4818:0.001 or 8.4818:0.005), it becomes apparent why the
deflections are difficult to discern at this magnification. However, a magnified view of the
trailing edge of the airfoil in the results from the second trial (Figure 7.2; chosen because of
the larger allowable deflection) is depicted in Figure 7.5.
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Original Mapped Airfoil
Deflected Airfoil
O Supports
8.05 8.1 8.15 8.2 8.25 8.3 8.35
Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
8.45
Figure 7.5 - Magnified view of the trailing edge of the results from Trial #2 (Figure 7.2)
Here the deflected airfoil can be clearly seen as it deviates from the original airfoil
shape in the areas not clamped by the supports. In addition, there may be doubt as to whether
or not the finite element analysis was able to handle the small area (roughly 0-10 %chord) of
negative pressure found on the leading edge of the upper surface. This negative pressure area
is a result of using the pressure coefficient distribution (see Figure 6.22) in Equation (2.1 ),
which scales and shifts the Cp distribution into a pressure distribution, where the only
negative values occur near the leading edge (roughly 0-10 %chord) on the upper surface.
Suspect to this negative pressure load, it is expected the airfoil skin will actually deflect
outwards from the original airfoil shape. A closer inspection of the leading edge of the
airfoil from Trial #2 is shown in Figure 7.6, which shows the presumption of outward
deflection holds.
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Actual Chord, m.a.c. =8.4818 m
Figure 7.6 - Magnified view of the leading edge of the results from Trial #2 (Figure 7.2)
The close comparison between the expected results of this overall airfoil skin support
optimization process, and the actual results depicted in Figure 7.51 through Figure 7.6 serves
to verify that the optimization process does accomplish the goal of specifying a set of skin
support nodes which may assist prototype construction of an adaptable airfoil wing. The
implications of the results noted above will be discussed in the Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8 - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
CONCLUSION
Several comments should be made regarding the underlying modeling assumptions
made in the airfoil/wing skin support optimization process:
The skin supports are defined herein as single nodes. In reality, the supports
would most likely span several nodes.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the elements chosen were beam elements, which
forced the analysis of the thesis to be based on a constant cross-sectional wing.
Although the specified allowable deflections were small, the only way to verify if
the aerodynamic properties of the deflected airfoils are similar to those of the
original airfoils would be to analyze them using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) software or actual wind tunnel testing.
The composition of the skin was assumed constant around the entire airfoil,
whereas in reality, the leading edge of a wing is traditionally another material
(e.g. Titanium).
Traditionally, a wing is supported by cross-sectional members, which are the
same shape as the airfoil at several locations along the wing. For this thesis, the
only support to the shape of the wing are the clamped nodal supports, which run
lengthwise down the interior of the wing as a spar.
In spite of these deviations from the more realistic situations, it should be kept in
mind that parametric input to the algorithms noted herein allow any number of airfoil shapes
and aerodynamic requirements to be chosen. Each perturbation would have a variety of
pressure distributions, based on aerodynamic and physical properties. It has been shown in
this thesis that varied parameters produce different results. The expansion of this work to
encompass a fully three-dimensional geometry, subsequent analysis, and prototype
construction is left to future studies on adaptable wings.
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This thesis has created a means of transforming raw airfoil data into meaningful
results in the feasibility analysis of a completely mechanically supported and manipulated
wing. The foundation has been laid for future study into the mechanical actuation of
adaptable airfoil and wing geometries, and each improvement on this original process will
lead to more accurate results.
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APPENDIX A - C5 AIRFOIL C OORDINATES DATA
LOCKHEED C-5A BLO AIRFOIL
31.0 31.0
LOCKHEED C-5A BL488.2 AIRFOIL
31.0 31.0
0. 0000000 0. 0000000
0. 0024662 0. 0060003
0. 0049476 0. 0093025
0. 0074333 0. 0118483
0. 0099212 0. 0139863
0. 0198849 0. 0204449
0. 0398416 0. 0281331
0. 0598078 0..0341333
0. 0797819 0..0387293
0. 0997602 0..0425716
0. 1197435 0.,0455483
0. 1397268 0.,0484987
0. 1597121 0.,0511135
0. 1796996 0..0533356
0. 1996871 0,.0555578
0. 2496638 0,.0596990
0. 2996463 0..0627991
0..3496348 0..0648375
0.,3996294 0 .0658045
0..4496279 0 .0660632
0..4996347 0 .0648517
0.,5496448 0 .0630606
0.,5996597 0 .0604251
0.,6496783 0 .0571130
0..6997023 0 .0528586
0,.7497316 0 .0476611
0..7997669 0 .0413868
0 .8498083 0 .0340335
0 .8998585 0 .0251293
0..9499188 0 .0144084
1 .0000000 0 .0012891
0 .0000000 0 .0000000
0 .0025552 - .0098082
0 .0050712 - .0126413
0 .0075821 - .0145710
0 .0100912 - .0161904
0 .0201190 - .0211286
0 .0401606 - .0285220
0 .0601944 - .0345164
0 .0802217 - .0393713
0 .1002445 - .0434197
0 .1202620 - .0465232
0 .1402795 - .0496266
0 .1602948 - .0523492
0 .1803079 - .0546749
0 .2003210 - .0569919
0 .2503438 - .0610340
0 .3003593 - .0637928
0 .3503676 - .0652734
0 .4003684 - .0654090
0 .4503620 - .0642661
0 .5003483 - .0618453
0 .5503282 - .0582788
0 .6003021 - .0536345
0 .6502695 - .0478416
0 .7002328 - .0413427
0 .7501936 - .0343782
0 .8001516 - .0269141
0 .8501087 - .0193053
0 .9000686 - .0121834
0 .9500340 - .0060301
1 .0000000 - .0012891
c5a.dat
c5b.dat ,
0.0000000
0.0024659
0.0049469
0.0074314
0.0099194
0.0198817
0.0398359
0.0598005
0.0797731
0.0997515
0.1197323
0.1397147
0.1596994
0.1796862
0.1996730
0.2496481
0.2996296
0.3496169
0.3996100
0.4496083
0.4996118
0.5496212
0.5996357
0.6496549
0.6996799
0.7497113
0.7997502
0.8497968
0.8998534
0.9499178
1.0000000
0.0000000 0
0.0025565 -
0.0050746 -
0.0075859 -
0.0100950 -
0.0201211 -
0.0401552 -
0.0601812 -
0.0802010 -
0.1002166 -
0.1202276 -
0.1402384 -
0.1602476 -
0.1802548 -
0.2002620 -
0.2502742 -
0.3002807 -
0.3502832 -
0000000
0058770
0091436
0118045
0138800
0203586
0.0282452
0.0343399
0.0390588
0.0427696
0.0460823
0.0491068
0.0517404
0.0540166
0.0562826
0.0605668
0.0637534
0.0659417
0.0671318
0.0674223
0.0668140
0.0652075
0.0627023
0.0593981
0.0550969
0.0496983
0.0430041
0.0349791
.0252297
.0141421
0.4002810
0.4502746
0.5002637
0.5502486
0.6002295
0.6502064
0.7001786
0.7501496
0.8001195
0.8500899
0.9000604
0.9500326
1.0000000
0.
0.
0.0011019
.0000000
-.0097227
-.0128480
-.0147784
-.0163595
-.0208452
-.0267133
-.0311924
-.0346046
-.0372772
-.0391819
-.0410256
-.0426161
-.0438599
-.0451036
-.0471946
.0483178
.0487387
.0483625
.0472698
.0453804
.0427921
.0395050
.0355192
.0307432
.0257513
.0205656
.0154753
.0103920
.0056078
.0011019
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LOCKHEED C-5A BL576 AIRFOIL
31.0 31.0
LOCKHEED C-5A BL758.6 AIRFOIL
31.0 31.0
0.0000000 0.0000000
0.0024665 0.0057808
0.0049467 0.0091929
0.0074317 0.0117761
0.0099194 0.0138925
0.0198817 0.0203895
0.0398357 0.0283071
y
c5c.d0.0598001 0.0344414
0.0797739 0.0389598 ./
0.0997523 0.0426758 if
0.1197313 0.0463014
0.1397135 0.0493739 ^
0.1596981 0.0520273
0.1796848 0.0543211
0.1996717 0.0565757
0.2496462 0.0609693
0.2996276 0.0641777
0.3496152 0.0663089
0.3996078 0.0675769
0.4496055 0.0679757
0.4996090 0.0673765
0.5496180 0.0658186
0.5996321 0.0633915
0.6496519 0.0599930
0.6996760 0.0558376
0.7497076 0.0503954
0.7997473 0.0435528
0.8497962 0.0351239
0.8998530 0.0253346
0.9499219 0.0134639
1.0000000 0.0010949
0.0000000 0.0000000
0.0025568 -.0097839
0.0050744 -.0128176
0.0075854 -.0147139
0.0100947 -.0163164
0.0201199 -.0206592
0.0401519 -.0261763
0.0601756 -.0302537
0.0801933 -.0333143
0.1002064 -.0355666
0.1202155 -.0371439
0.1402243 -.0386578
0.1602316 -.0399016
0.1802367 -.0407856
0.2002418 -.0416695
0.2502506 -.0431830
0.3002547 -.0438881
0.3502550 -.0439497
0.4002521 -.0434500
0.4502460 -.0423942
0.5002362 -.0406954
0.5502223 -.0383040
0.6002061 -.0355139
0.6501851 -.0318928
0.7001613 -.0277984
0.7501358 -.0233957
0.8001096 -.0188861
0.8500839 -.0144657
0.9000583 -.0100437
0.9500320 -.0055153
1.0000000 -.0010949
c5d.dat .
0. 0000000 0,,0000000
0. 0024610 0.,0064710
0. 0049413 0.,0097248
0. 0074258 0.,0122976
0. 0099127 0.,0144718
0. 0198729 0,.0210659
0. 0398255 0..0289355
0. 0597888 0,,0350162
0. 0797614 0.,0395488
0. 0997378 0..0434693
0. 1197177 0..0467899
0. 1396989 0.,0499139
0. 1596841 0,,0523648
0. 1796701 0.,0546853
0. 1996564 0,.0569638
0. 2496304 0,,0612662
0. 2996117 0..0643632
0. 3495989 0,,0664940
0. 3995927 0,.0675273
0. 4495916 0 .0677056
0. 4995971 0 .0667876
0. 5496085 0 .0648978
0.,5996250 0 .0621620
0,,6496472 0 .0584854
0.,6996740 0 .0540367
0,.7497074 0 .0485036
0..7997488 0 .0416457
0. 8497980 0 .0334945
0.,8998541 0 .0241860
0.,9499198 0 .0132869
1..0000000 0 .0011080
0,.0000000 0 .0000000
0,.0025593 - .0098344
0,.0050797 - .0132109
0..0075913 - .0151284
0 .0101008 - .0167084
0 .0201274 - .0211238
0 .0401593 - .0264133
0 .0601824 - .0302367
0 .0801988 - .0329635
0 .1002112 - .0350103
0 .1202195 - .0363927
0 .1402274 - .0377041
0 .1602342 - .0388282
0 .1802394 - .0396831
0 .2002445 - .0405381
0 .2502527 - .0418983
0 .3002585 - .0428580
0 .3502612 - .0432958
0 .4002595 - .0430121
0 .4502540 - .0421064
0 .5002440 - .0404444
0 .5502297 - .0380722
0 .6002113 - .0350287
0 .6501904 - .0315566
0 .7001644 - .0272602
0 .7501376 - .0228124
0 .8001102 - .0182612
0 .8500827 - .0137126
0 .9000559 - .0092695
0 .9500306 - .0050679
1 .0000000 - .0011080
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LOCKHEED C-5A BL1256 AIRFOIL
31.0 31.0
c5e.dat
0.0000000
0.0024371
0.0049088
0.0073858
0.0098689
0.0198180
0.0397596
0.0597161
0.0796853
0.0996568
0.1196355
0.1396141
0.1595954
0.1795789
0.1995625
0.2495320
0.2995097
0.3495007
0.3995006
0.4495094
0.4995279
0.5495548
0.5995877
0.6496280
0.6996742
0.7497240
0.7997734
0.8498249
0.8998758
0.9499312
1.0000000
0.0000000
0.0084483
0.0122368
0.0153213
0.0175894
0.0244284
0.0322660
0.0380975
0.0422430
0.0460573
0.0489262
0.0517950
0.0543012
0.0565219
0.0587235
0.0628068
0.0657993
0.0670166
0.0670274
0.0658464
0.0633623
0.0597482
0.0553360
0.0499347
0.0437337
0370423
0304147
0.0235016
0.0166663
0.0092338
0.0010067
0.0000000
0.0025730
0.0051060
0.0076241
0.0101393
0.0201757
0.0402075
0.0602251
0.0802345
0.1002394
.1202419
.1402438
.1602459
.1802485
.2002510
0.2502619
0.3002777
0.3502946
0.4003040
0.4503021
0.5002913
0.5502720
0.6002453
0.6502142
0.7001804
0.7501462
0.8001077
0.8500722
0.9000398
0.9500177
1.0000000
0.0000000
-.0097998
-.0142250
-.0166560
-.0187012
-.0235780
-.0278531
-.0302092
-.0314709
-.0321283
-.0324612
-.0327204
-.0330087
-.0333514
-.0336942
-.0351537
-.0372709
-.0395440
-.0408043
-.0405429
-.0391022
-.0365084
-.0329274
-.0287522
-.0242120
-.0196191
-.0144578
-.0096938
-.0053407
-.0023792
-.0010067
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APPENDIX B - MICROSOFT EXCEL 97 VBA
MACROS
B.l CONVMACRO
B.l.l Conv Variables
Variable Description Variable Type
ConvRange All incorrectly ordered coordinates Object
EndRow Last row of the incorrectly ordered data Integer
NextRow Iteration counter (correctly ordered coordinates) Integer
NextRow2 Iteration counter (incorrectly ordered coordinates) Integer
StartCol Column that the imported data starts on Constant (= 1)
StartCol2 First column of incorrectly ordered coordinates Integer
StartRow Row that the imported data starts on Constant (= 1)
StartRow2 Last row of incorrectly ordered coordinates Integer
Table B.l - List of variables used in Conv macro
B.1.2 Conv Code
Sub Conv ( )
'Select the range that is in incorrect order
EndRow = 1
Do
EndRow = EndRow + 1
Loop Until Cells (EndRow + 1, 1) =
""
Set ConvRange = Range (Cells (StartRow, StartCol), _
Cells (EndRow, StartCol + 1))
ConvRange . Select
'Move it out of the way (2 columns to the right)
ConvRange . Cut Destination: =Cells (StartRow, StartCol + 2)
'Set intermediate values
StartRow2 = EndRow
StartCol2 = StartCol + 2
NextRow2 = StartRow2
NextRow = StartRow
'Reorganize the data in correct form
Do
Range (Cells (NextRow2, StartCol2) , _
Cells (NextRow2, StartCol2 + 1) ) .Cut _
Destination : =Cells (NextRow, StartCol )
NextRow = NextRow + 1
NextRow2 = NextRow2 - 1
Loop Until NextRow2 = 0
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'Remove the now empty rows to make a continuous list
Range (Cells (NextRow, 1), Cells (NextRow + 1, 2)). Select
Selection.Delete Shift :=xlUp
Cells(l, 1) .Select
End Sub
B.2 CONVALL MACRO
B.2.1 ConvAll Variables
Variable Description Variable Type
AF Name of airfoil coordinates file String
Default Default value for the input box String
EndRow Last row of the converted data Integer
FoilBook Compilation file (eventually "allfoils.txt") Object
FoilRange All airfoil coordinates in ThisBook Object
N Iteration counter (airfoil) Integer
NUM Number of airfoils Integer
Prompt Prompt for the input box String
StartCol Column that the converted data starts on Constant (= 1)
StartRow Row that the converted data starts on Constant (= 1)
ThisBook Airfoil coordinates file Object
ThisPath Current working path String
Title Title for the input box String
Table B.2 - List of variables used in ConvAll macro
B.2.2 ConvAll Code
Sub ConvAll ()
'Use an input box to get the total number of airfoils
Prompt = "Enter the total number of
airfoils."
Title = "Need Airfoil
Total"
Default = 5
NUM = Application. InputBox ( Prompt, Title, Default)
If NUM = False Then
Exit Sub
End If
'Save the current path to a string variable
ThisPath = Application.ActiveWorkbook. Path
'For each airfoil
For N = 1 To NUM
'Use an input box to get the name of the coordinate data file
Prompt = "Enter the name of- the Airfoil
#" & N & "file."
Title = "Need Airfoil
#" & N & "
Filename"
Default =
"c5a.dat"
AF = Application. InputBox (Prompt, Title, Default)
If AF = "False" Then
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Exit Sub
End If
'Open the file
Workbooks . OpenText FileName:="" & ThisPath & "\" & AF, _
Origin :=xlWindows, StartRow: =4, DataType: =xlDelimited, _
TextQualifier:=xlDoubleQuote, ConsecutiveDelimiter:=True,
Space :=True, Fieldlnfo: =Array(Array (1, 9). Array (2, 1),
Array (3, 1))
'Assign this new workbook to a variable
Set ThisBook = Application.ActiveWorkbook
'Convert the data to the correct format
Application. Run "workhorse.xls IConv"
'For the first airfoil, a new file will be needed
If N = 1 Then
Workbooks .Add
'Assign this new workbook to a variable
Set FoilBook = Application.ActiveWorkbook
End If
'Switch back to the data file
ThisBook . Activate
'Select the range of data, copy it, and paste it in the
'FoilBook
EndRow = 1
Do
EndRow = EndRow + 1
Loop Until Cells (EndRow + 1, 1) =
Set FoilRange = Range (Cells (StartRow, StartCol), _
Cells (EndRow, StartCol + 1))
FoilRange . Copy
FoilBook.Activate
Cellsd, 2 * N - 1) .Select
ActiveSheet . Paste
Cellsd, 1). Select
'Switch back to the data file and save it for use in XFOIL
ThisBook.Activate
Rows (1) .Select
Selection. Insert Shift :=xlDown
Cellsd, 1) .Select
Cellsd, 1) = AF
ThisBook. SaveAs
FileName:="" & ThisPath &
"\x" & AF,
_
FileFormat:=xlText, CreateBackup: =False
'Close the data file
Ac tiveWindow.Close
Next N
'Switch to the FoilBook and save it as
"allfoils.txt"
FoilBook . Activate
FoilBook. SaveAs
FileName:="" & ThisPath & "\allfoils.txt", _
FileFormat : =xlText , CreateBackup : =False
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'Close "allfoils.txt"
Act iveWindow .Close
End Sub
B.3 GROUPCPXMACRO
B.3.1 GroupCpx Variables
Variable Description Variable Type
AF Name of airfoil coordinates file String
Default Default value for the input box String
EndRow Last row of the converted data Integer
FoilBook Compilation file (eventually "allcpx.txt") Object
FoilRange All airfoil coordinates in ThisBook Object
N Iteration counter (C distribution file) Integer
NUM Number of CD distributions Integer
Prompt Prompt for the input box String
StartCol Column that the imported data starts on Constant (= 1)
StartRow Row that the imported data starts on Constant (= 1)
ThisBook CB distribution file Object
ThisPath Current working path String
Title Title for the input box String
Table B.3 - List of variables used in GroupCpx macro
B.3.2 GroupCpx Code
Sub GroupCpx ( )
'Use an input box to get the total number of airfoils
Prompt = "Enter the total number of
airfoils."
Title = "Need Airfoil
Total"
Default = 5
NUM = Application. InputBox (Prompt, Title, Default)
If NUM = False Then
Exit Sub
End If
'Save the current path to a string variable
ThisPath = Application.ActiveWorkbook. Path
'For each airfoil
For N = 1 To NUM
'Use an input box to get the name of the Pressure Coefficient
'data file
Prompt = "Enter the name of the Airfoil
#" & N & " *.cpx file."
Title = "Need Airfoil
#" & N & " Pressure Coefficient
Filename"
Default =
"xc5a.cpx"
AF = Application. InputBox (Prompt, Title, Default)
If AF = "False" Then
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Exit Sub
End If
'Open the file
Workbooks . OpenText FileName:="" & ThisPath & "\" & AF, _
Origin :=xlWindows, StartRow :=1, DataType:=xlDelimited, _
TextQualif ier :=xlDoubleQuote, ConsecutiveDelimiter : =True,
Space :=True, FieldInfo:=Array (Array (1, 9), Array (2, 1), _
Array ( 3 , 1 ) )
'Assign this new workbook to a variable
Set ThisBook = Application.ActiveWorkbook
'For the first airfoil, a new file will be needed
If N = 1 Then
Workbooks . Add
'Assign this new workbook to a variable
Set FoilBook = Application.ActiveWorkbook
End If
'Switch back to the data file
ThisBook.Activate
'Select the range of data, copy it, and paste it in the
'FoilBook
EndRow = 1
Do
EndRow = EndRow + 1
Loop Until Cells (EndRow + 1, 1) =
""
Set FoilRange = Range (Cells (StartRow, StartCol), _
Cells(EndRow, StartCol + 1))
FoilRange. Copy
FoilBook.Activate
Cellsd, 2 * N - 1) .Select
ActiveSheet . Paste
Cellsd, 1) .Select
'Switch back to the data file and close it
ThisBook.Activate
ActiveWindow . Close
Next N
'Switch to the FoilBook and save it as
"allcpx.txt"
FoilBook.Activate
FoilBook. SaveAs
FileName:="" & ThisPath & "\allcpx.txt", _
FileFormat : =xlText , CreateBackup : =False
'Close
"allcpx.txt"
ActiveWindow .Close
End Sub
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APPENDIX C - XFOILADDIT IONAL INFORMATION
Given below are the theory references and primary problem formulations forXFOIL
program as were included in the XFOIL 6.8 User Primer written by the program's creator
Mark Drela, Professor, MIT Department of Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering.
C.l THEORY REFERENCES
Theory References
The general XFOIL methodology is described in
Drela, M. ,
XFOIL: An Analysis and Design System for Low Reynolds Number Airfoils,
Conference on Low Reynolds Number Airfoil Aerodynamics,
University of Notre Dame, June 1989.
which also appears as a chapter in:
Low Reynolds Number Aerodynamics. T.J. Mueller (Editor) .
Lecture Notes in Engineering #54. Springer Verlag. 1989.
ISBN 3-540-51884-3
ISBN 0-387-51884-3
The boundary layer formulation used by XFOIL is described in:
Drela, M. and Giles, M.B.
Viscous-Inviscid Analysis of Transonic and Low Reynolds Number Airfoils
AIAA Journal, 25(10), pp. 1347-1355 , October 1987.
The blunt trailing edge treatment is described in:
Drela, M. ,
Integral Boundary Layer Formulation for Blunt Trailing Edges,
Paper AIAA-89-2200, August 1989.
Other related literature:
Drela, M. ,
Elements of Airfoil Design Methodology,
Applied Computational Aerodynamics, (P. Henne, editor),
AIAA Progress in Aeronautics and Astronautics, Volume 125, 1990.
Drela, M. ,
Low-Reynolds Number Airfoil Design for the MIT Daedalus
Prototype: A
Case Study,
Journal of Aircraft, 25(8), pp. 724-732, August 1988.
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C.2 PRIMARY PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
Inviscid Formulation
The inviscid formulation of XFOIL is a simple linear-vorticity stream
function panel method. A finite trailing edge base thickness is modeled
with a source panel. The equations are closed with an explicit Kutta
condition. A high-resolution inviscid calculation with the default 140
panels requires seconds to execute on a RISC workstation. Subsequent
operating points for the same airfoil but different angles of attack are
obtained nearly instantly.
A Karman-Tsien compressibility correction is incorporated, allowing good
compressible predictions all the way to sonic conditions . The theoretical
foundation of the Karman-Tsien correction breaks down in supersonic flow,
and as a result accuracy rapidly degrades as the transonic regime is
entered. Of course, shocked flows cannot be predicted with any certainty.
Inverse Formulation
There are two types of inverse methods incorporated in XFOIL: Full-
Inverse and Mixed-Inverse. The Full-Inverse formulation is essentially
Lighthill's and van Ingen's complex mapping method, which is also used in
the Eppler code. It calculates the entire airfoil geometry from the
entire surface speed distribution. The Mixed-Inverse formulation is
simply the inviscid panel formulation (the discrete governing equations
are identical) except that instead of the panel vortex strengths being the
unknowns, the panel node coordinates are treated as unknowns wherever the
surface speed is prescribed. Only a part of the airfoil is altered at any
one time, as will be described later. Allowing the panel geometry to be a
variable results in a non-linear problem, but this is solved in a
straightforward manner with a full-Newton method.
Viscous Formulation
The boundary layers and wake are described with a two-equation lagged
dissipation integral BL formulation and an envelope e~n transition
criterion, both taken from the transonic analysis/design ISES code. The
entire viscous solution (boundary layers and wake) is strongly interacted
with the incompressible potential flow via the surface transpiration model
(the alternative displacement body model is used in ISES) . This permits
proper calculation of limited separation regions. The drag is determined
from the wake momentum thickness far downstream. A special treatment is
used for a blunt trailing edge which fairly accurately accounts for base
drag. In fact, it is generally preferable to set a very small trailing
edge thickness (0.0005 x chord, say) even if the airfoil has a
"sharp"
trailing edge. The inviscid panel method uses an ad-hoc vorticity
extrapolation scheme for a sharp trailing edge, which occasionally leads
to difficulties in viscous cases for arcane reasons -- the overall
viscous-case Newton matrix is much better conditioned with the blunt
trailing edge than with a sharp trailing edge, even if the blunt trailing
edge is very thin and "practically
sharp"
.
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The total velocity at each point on the airfoil surface and wake, with
contributions from the freestream, the airfoil surface vorticity, and the
equivalent viscous source distribution, is obtained from the panel
solution with the Karman-Tsien correction added. This is incorporated
into the viscous equations, yielding a nonlinear elliptic system which is
readily solved by a full-Newton method as in the ISES code. Execution
times are quite rapid, requiring about 10 seconds on a RISC workstation
for a high-resolution calculation with 140 panels. For a sequence of
closely spaced angles of attack (as in a polar) , the calculation time per
point can be substantially smaller.
If lift is specified, then the wake trajectory for a viscous calculation
is taken from an inviscid solution at the specified lift. If alpha is
specified, then the wake trajectory is taken from an inviscid solution at
that alpha. This is not strictly correct, since viscous effects will in
general decrease lift and change the trajectory. This secondary
correction is not performed, since a new source influence matrix would
have to be calculated each time the wake trajectory is changed. This
would result in unreasonably long calculation times. The effect of this
approximation on the overall accuracy is small, and will be felt mainly
near or past stall, where accuracy tends to degrade anyway. In attached
cases, the effect of the incorrect wake trajectory is imperceptible.
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C.3 CPXS SUBROUTINE (FORTRAN 77)
SUBROUTINE CPXS
c
C Saves Cp vs x to a file.
C-
C
C
c
c
INCLUDE 'XFOIL. INC
GREEK = .FALSE.
LU = 2
CALL ASKS ('Enter output f ilename"' , FNAME)
OPEN(LU, FILE=FNAME, STATUS= 'OLD' , ERR=867)
CALL ASKL( 'Output file exists. Overwrite?"' ', OK)
IF (OK) GO TO 5309
C
CLOSE (LU)
WRITE(*,*) 'Current airfoil not saved.'
RETURN
C
867 OPEN(LU,FILE=FNAME,STATUS='NEW'
,ERR=1999)
5309 REWIND (LU)
C
IF(LCLOCK) THEN
C write out in clockwise order (reversed from internal XFOIL order)
IBEG = N
IEND = 1
INCR = -1
ELSE
C write out in counterclockwise order (same as internal XFOIL order)
IBEG = 1
IEND = N
INCR = 1
ENDIF
C
IF(LVISC) THEN
DO 21 I=IBEG, IEND, INCR
WRITE (LU, 1100) X(I),CPV(I)
21 CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 22 I = IBEG, IEND, INCR
WRITE (LU, 1100) X(I),CPI(I)
22 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
CLOSE (LU)
RETURN
C
1999 WRITE (*,*) 'Bad filename.'
WRITE (*,*) 'Current airfoil not
saved.'
RETURN
C
1100 F0RMAT(1X,2F12.6)
END
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C.4 PRESSURE COEFFICIENT VS X DATA
BEGIN C5A DATA
1 .000000 0 .190391
0 .993537 0 .189362
0 .982763 0 .189440
0 .970431 0 .198459
0 .956308 0 .188126
0 .940458 0 .156535
0 .923485 0 .107632
0 .906162 0 .047647
0 .888871 -0 .017242
0 .871572 -0 .082235
0 .854161 -0 .144228
0 .836565 -0 .199627
0 .818755 -0 .248690
0 .800769 -0 .293186
0 .782715 -0 .337756
0 .764692 -0 .381142
0 .746706 -0 .420427
0 .728681 -0 .455206
0 .710561 -0 .487012
0 .692375 -0 .518223
0 .674216 -0 .550004
0 .656107 -0 .579229
0 .637963 -0 .602655
0 .619660 -0 .622187
0 .601205 -0 .643181
0 .582772 -0 .672860
0 .564516 -0 .704367
0 .546360 -0 .731152
0 .528045 -0 .746867
0 .509428 -0 .763936
0 .490748 -0 .800956
0 .472464 -0 .856547
0 .454670 -0 .906990
0 .437042 -0 .923748
0 .419124 -0 .917277
0 .400734 -0 ,913509
0 .382116 -0 ,935985
0 .363679 -0 .972215
0 .345555 -1 .005180
0 ,327625 -1 ,027547
0 ,309707 -1,.044966
0 ,291640 -1,,057493
0..273323 -1,,069772
0..254867 -1,,091609
0,,236668 -1.,145152
0.,219080 -1,,210399
0,,201994 -1,,249491
0.,184951 -1. 188630
0.,167841 -1. 264399
0. 151095 -1. 374128
0. 134523 -1. 357880
0. 118101 -1. 377825
0. 102655 -1. 697375
0. 087779 -1. 761144
0. 073110 -1. 875413
0. 060188 -2. 122394
0. 048546 -2. 016674
0. 038190 -2. 360518
0. 029999 -3. 201220
0. 023699 -3. 369788
0. 018683 -3. 520185
0. 014563 -3. 289090
0. 011142 -3. 034249
0. 008299 -2. 862655
0. 005951 -2. 622596
0. 004043 -2. 178615
0. 002506 -1. 656476
0. 001305 -1. 255280
0. 000466 -0. 779655
-0. 000006 -0. 191237
-0. 000112 0. 400555
0. 000118 0. 805449
0. 000677 1. 051942
0. 001583 1. 181605
0 .002873 1 ,220968
0 .004589 1 .189593
0 .006797 1 .125612
0 .009499 1 ,051971
0 .012748 0 .969630
0 .016733 0 .893636
0 .021721 0 .819989
0 .028042 0,,734076
0 .036005 0.,644134
0 .045653 0.,545984
0 .056962 0,.436373
0 .069939 0,,347779
0 .084328 0,,264776
0 .098960 0,.169553
0 .113918 0,,185404
0 .129876 0..153820
0 .146184 0.,063241
0 .162701 0,,030313
0 .179615 0.,029047
0 .196504 -0,,053418
0 .213183 -0,,104581
0 .230240 -0,,116021
0 .248023 -0,,120006
0 .266323 -0,,140225
0 .284593 -0.,170238
0 .302591 -0..198680
0,,320419 -0,.220594
0,.338253 -0,.238553
0,.356167 -0,.253542
0,.374143 -0..265257
0,.392138 -0,.275025
0 ,410126 -0..282556
0,,428097 -0,.289270
0,,446053 -0,.292357
0 ,464011 -0..293086
0 ,481993 -0,.290237
0.,500015 -0,.269907
0 ,518088 -0,,266963
0 ,536199 -0.,261617
0 ,554308 -0,,255317
0 ,572354 -0.,247694
0,,590315 -0.,236939
0,.608247 -0,.219336
0,,626258 -0,.194418
0,.644422 -0,,167017
0.,662742 -0,,140914
0,,681165 -0,,116597
0,,699623 -0,,093618
0,,718055 -0,,073592
0,,736428 -0,.052803
0.,754767 -0,.030133
0, 773142 -0,.003592
0,.791603 0..025346
0.,810130 0,.055841
0, 828647 0,.086716
0.,847066 0,,115857
0.,865306 0,,141773
0.,883348 0,.163935
0.,901291 0,,184622
0, 919304 0.,202137
0. 937167 0,,216302
0. 954019 0.,225777
0. 969027 0..229615
0, 982027 0.,228753
0. 993286 0,,230759
1. 000000 0..190391
END C5A DATA
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BEGIN C5B DATA
1.000000 0.180309
0.993365 0.178665
0.982330 0.177275
0.969744 0.182050
0.955394 0.178533
0.939358 0.148886
0.922213 0.101858
0.904723 0.042431
0.887337 -0.025317
0.870116 -0.098220
0.852987 -0.169834
0.835812 -0.233301
0.818461 -0.288227
0.800909 -0.337100
0.783248 -0.385683
0.765600 -0.431503
0.747991 -0.473132
0.730359 -0.508400
0.712637 -0.539373
0.694822 -0.567835
0.676963 -0.596391
0.659101 -0.622604
0.641219 -0.645847
0.623270 -0.665699
0.605235 -0.685340
0.587146 -0.708149
0.569067 -0.733919
0.551037 -0.759541
0.533061 -0.784848
0.515124 -0.808378
0.497199 -0.829022
0.479256 -0.845486
0.461272 -0.860416
0.443251 -0.874994
0.425215 -0.891756
0.407184 -0.908065
0.389168 -0.926185
0.371169 -0.944844
0.353199 -0.963421
0.335282 -0.980540
0.317425 -0.997809
0.299573 -1.012403
0.281612 -1.024406
0.263506 -1.039738
0.245448 -1.071675
0.227793 -1.126815
0.210640 -1.176577
0.193710 -1.158020
0.176614 -1.128596
0.159630 -1.249763
0.142831 -1.295078
0.125957 -1.311592
0.109148 -1.360478
0.092917 -1.506600
0.078004 -1.719010
0.064702 -1.857486
0.052620 -1.798612
0.041688 -1.747425
0.032790 -2.286609
0.025938 -2.648624
0.020518 -2.763983
0.016076 -2.511973
0.012366 -2.257998
0.009266 -2.312433
0.006747 -2.189756
0.004739 -1.382956
0.003065 -1.109237
0.001719 -0.806520
0.000734 -0.438176
0.000125 0.007094
-0.000102 0.511061
0.000027 0.883066
0.000482 1.100587
0.001261 1.201864
0.002373 1.217998
0.003823 1.159836
0.005732 1.045569
0.008202 0.952846
END
0 ,011148 0.,835075
0.,014706 0..732883
0 .019081 0..654834
0..024543 0..576725
0.,031439 0..499233
0 ,040050 0,.431643
0..050431 0,.340545
0..062525 0,.249113
0 ,076289 0,,194611
0.,091210 0,.125795
0 ,106497 0,,101483
0 .122717 0,.126708
0 ,139656 0..076245
0,.156583 0,.032867
0.,173638 0,.042762
0 .191004 0,,020534
0..208357 -0,,022515
0,,225813 -0,,035507
0,.243567 -0.,041408
0..261620 -0,,047988
0 ,279812 -0,.057190
0,.298007 -0,.066945
0 .316145 -0,.078587
0 ,334228 -0..091312
0 .352283 -0,.092024
0 ,370361 -0,.100606
0 ,388491 -0,.108204
0 .406655 -0..115386
0 .424793 -0,,122332
0..442874 -0,.128547
0 ,460927 -0,,130968
0 .479006 -0,,129532
0.,497137 -0,,128040
0..515290 -0..126554
0 .533424 -0.,124597
0.,551533 -0.,121918
0 ,569656 -0..116689
0 ,587813 -0,,110728
0 .605964 -0 ,104938
0 ,624024 -0 .099699
0 ,641978 -0 .092200
0 ,659924 -0 ,075677
0 .678026 -0 .053053
0.,696354 -0 .030438
0 .714826 -0 ,014470
0 .733276 -0 ,002462
0.,751628 0,.011287
0 ,769913 0..028350
0..788202 0..046049
0,.806545 0 ,060761
0,.824962 0 .070653
0,,843411 0.,080917
0.,861784 0 .094132
0.,879989 0 .109973
0,.898100 0 ,124618
0,.916344 0 ,136459
0,.934669 0,.146820
0..952210 0 .157066
0,.967917 0,.167708
0,.981461 0..178372
0,.993102 0,,194267
1..000000 0.,180309
) C5B DATA
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BEGIN C5<2 DATA
1.000000 0. 173615
0. 993332 0. 171313
0. 982025 0. 168296
0. 968807 0. 167798
0. 953486 0. 173277
0. 936593 0. 147563
0. 919388 0. 099241
0. 902607 0. 034351
0, 886055 -0..034682
0.,869230 -0. 101056
0, 851912 -0..164721
0.,834302 -0,,230758
0.,816778 -0,,297321
0,.799465 -0,.358951
0,.782220 -0,,410068
0,.764861 -0,,453432
0,.747345 -0,.493020
0,.729775 -0..530397
0..712241 -0,.564561
0,.694702 -0,.590510
0 .677011 -0,,606849
0 ,659085 -0 ,620799
0 .641001 -0..642448
0 .622961 -0 .672532
0 .605065 -0..702691
0 .587258 -0 ,726982
0.,569412 -0 .745283
0 ,551469 -0 ,763054
0 .533472 -0 ,784656
0 .515498 -0 ,807512
0 .497583 -0 ,829785
0 .479712 -0 ,849639
0 .461857 -0 ,867049
0 .443992 -0..882232
0 .426103 -0 ,893348
0 .408177 -0 .904111
0 .390207 -0 .915431
0 .372194 -0 .928763
0 .354172 -0 .944206
0 .336209 -0 .965200
0 .318361 -0 .988951
0 .300600 -1 .011110
0 .282809 -1 .026278
0 .264911 -1 .041994
0 .247022 -1 .065922
0 .229416 -1 .108054
0 .212203 -1 .147652
0 .195160 -1 .142238
0.,177956 -1 .117450
0 ,160961 -1 ,231513
0 .144217 -1 .274112
0 .127698 -1 ,351255
0,.111738 -1 ,321991
0 .095764 -1,.296677
0,,080413 -1 .540297
0,,066831 -1 ,816214
0,,054791 -1,.838665
0,.043670 -1..667171
0..034220 -2,.019403
0..026892 -2,.452298
0..021168 -2.,585568
0,.016546 -2,.455734
0,.012736 -2..186078
0..009582 -2..011243
0. 006986 -1..909140
0. 004899 -1.,505085
0. 003235 -0.,922210
0. 001881 -0.,554205
0, 000845 -0,.284662
0. 000174 0.,079870
-0. 000112 0,,537897
-0. 000033 0.,901379
0. 000374 1.,110387
0. 001107 1.,206450
0. 002175 1.,215500
0. 003584 1.,148961
0. 005426 1.,022584
0. 007819 0.,930335
0 .010657 0..790675
0..014082 0.,674191
0..018320 0,.601581
0 .023653 0,.530624
0 ,030423 0,.452653
0..038871 0,,383009
0 ,049045 0,.302751
0 ,061037 0,,218754
0 ,074702 0,.156979
0 .089493 0,,102868
0 .104911 0,,085967
0 ,121259 0,,111279
0 ,138255 0,,068422
0.,155188 0,,028477
0,,172220 0,,042189
0 .189685 0,,038677
0,.207298 0,,006697
0,,225008 -0,.005704
0,.242894 -0.,013279
0 .260940 -0.,020910
0,,279052 -0,,029059
0,,297168 -0,,037479
0 .315283 -0,,035025
0 .333422 -0,.044323
0 .351592 -0,.052876
0 .369780 -0,.060305
0.,387966 -0,.066835
0..406146 -0,,072699
0..424325 -0,,078504
0..442493 -0,,083635
0..460612 -0.,088550
0..478649 -0.,092475
0,.496635 -0.,093683
0,.514685 -0..087967
0..532909 -0. 080030
0..551271 -0.,074969
0..569566 -0..079655
0.,587631 -0..084635
0..605509 -0..083685
0.,623399 -0..071502
0.,641455 -0,.055929
0..659687 -0,.042046
0..677981 -0,.030351
0 .696262 -0,.018017
0..714538 -0,.005333
0..732861 0,.008364
0 ,751243 0,.021802
0..769645 0,.036090
0.,788034 0,.048478
0..806425 0,,059149
0..824864 0.,067556
0..843351 0.,075142
0..861788 0,,081702
0..880077 0,,089791
0 ,898279 0,,098465
0..916611 0,.111282
0..934998 0,.125985
0..952538 0,.140661
0 .968180 0,.154745
0..981628 0,.167208
0..993167 0,.185198
1..000000 0,,173615
END C5C DATA
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BEGIN C51Z> DATA
1.000000 o.:194522
0. 993408 0. 194171
0. 982333 0. 199392
0. 969536 0. 195221
0. 954789 0. 171439
0. 938337 0. 130413
0. 921078 0. 074034
0. 903824 0. 009670
0. 886692 -0. 054807
0. 869399 -0. 115922
0. 851802 -0. 174363
0. 834010 -0. 233070
0. 816235 -0. 290502
0. 798568 -0. 345050
0. 780969 -0. 394163
0. 763359 -0. 438337
0. 745698 -0. 477614
0. 727985 -0. 511288
0. 710212 -0. 540671
0. 692347 -0. 565508
0.,674342 -0. 587014
0..656201 -0. 608442
0,.638009 -0.,635144
0,.619882 -0.,665821
0,,601853 -0.,695369
0,,583859 -0,,719167
0.,565811 -0,,739865
0,.547683 -0.,761143
0,,529519 -0.,785885
0..511383 -0.,811556
0,.493322 -0..838130
0 .475354 -0..862949
0 .457453 -0,.884919
0 .439537 -0 .898449
0 .421508 -0 .906146
0 .403348 -0 .914562
0 .385159 -0 .933396
0 .367076 -0 .958042
0 .349133 -0 .979493
0 .331259 -0 .991681
0 .313349 -1 .000273
0 .295338 -1 .010543
0 .277205 -1 .026856
0 .259043 -1 .049142
0 .241086 -1 .085085
0 .223568 -1 .130834
0 .206406 -1 .163603
0 .189177 -1 .131263
0 .171475 -1 .106115
0 .153991 -1 .218229
0 .137770 -1 .365223
0 .121678 -1 .256900
0 .105579 -1 .389541
0 .090158 -1 .450976
0 .075147 -1 .545919
0 .062140 -1 .832546
0 .050699 -1 .739627
0 .040348 -1 .670497
0 .031881 -2 .217440
0 .025314 -2 .487000
0 .020096 -2 .597733
0 .015812 -2 .411962
0 .012243 -2 .118169
0 .009260 -1 .862354
0 .006779 -1 .608070
0 .004731 -1 .279378
0 .003051 -0 .999596
0 .001732 -0 .608980
0 .000781 -0 .178973
0 .000188 0 .237543
-0 .000056 0 .638476
0 .000035 0 .945783
0 .000431 1 .126597
0 .001127 1 .208673
0 .002125 1 .215487
0 .003418 1 .150065
0 .005114 0 .996101
0 .007416 0 .898144
0. 010176 0. 772999
0. 013442 0. 645945
0. 017384 0. 554093
0. 022212 0. 477557
0. 028207 0. 405085
0. 035713 0. 354769
0. 044957 0. 296311
0. 055922 0. 206403
0. 068527 0. 149770
0. 082862 0, 121005
0. 098137 0. 071869
0. 114054 0. 097102
0. 131088 0. 096354
0. 148440 0, 056013
0. 165759 0. 047424
0. 183326 0.,055089
0. 200976 0. 019200
0. 218691 0.,009540
0. 236784 0.,011609
0. 255312 0..010309
0. 273997 -0..003055
0. 292544 -0..012815
0. 310883 -0..028689
0. 329099 -0,.045983
0. 347286 -0,.059590
0. 365509 -0,.067801
0.,383801 -0..073161
0..402141 -0,,078744
0..420455 -0,.086762
0..438692 -0..094322
0.,456868 -0,.098906
0.,475054 -0,.099768
0.,493287 -0.,098522
0.,511533 -0,.097538
0.,529730 -0 ,095823
0,,547893 -0 ,091687
0..566133 -0..082435
0..584551 -0 .070976
0 .603081 -0 .063967
0 .621484 -0 .064586
0 .639616 -0 .064439
0 .657577 -0 .054161
0 .675626 -0 .032363
0 .693939 -0 .008355
0 .712493 0 .008659
0 .731119 0 .020562
0 .749709 0 .031053
0 .768273 0 .044476
0 .786865 0 .057347
0 .805514 0 .070789
0 .824211 0 .082988
0 .842904 0 .095265
0 .861499 0 .107562
0 .879921 0 .119800
0 .898248 0 .131621
0 .916700 0 .142558
0 .935176 0 .153616
0 .952739 0 .164206
0 .968343 0 .175929
0 .981730 0 .187313
0 .993206 0 .203976
1 .000000 0 .194522
END C5D DATA
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BEGIN C5E DATA
1.000000 0.221024
0.992453 0.200677
0.979867 0.165445
0.965519 0.125476
0.949311 0.081929
0.931619 0.038276
0.913220 -0.002209
0.894670 -0.036458
0.876014 -0.064278
0.857168 -0.090422
0.838178 -0.121584
0.819169 -0.158290
0.800193 -0.193937
0.781209 -0.223472
0.762167 -0.250926
0.743083 -0.284567
0.724021 -0.328687
0.705022 -0.377348
0.686070 -0.424699
0.667139 -0.470068
0.648236 -0.514915
0.629412 -0.560308
0.610681 -0.603667
0.591980 -0.641687
0.573194 -0.673190
0.554281 -0.705018
0.535332 -0.744683
0.516481 -0.789374
0.497781 -0.834283
0.479185 -0.873752
0.460630 -0.908949
0.442085 -0.939467
0.423542 -0.964093
0.404976 -0.985569
0.386327 -1.004078
0.367559 -1.023267
0.348781 -1.049070
0.330245 -1.092181
0.312068 -1.132577
0.294049 -1.145788
0.275771 -1.119737
0.257032 -1.093615
0.238180 -1.113549
0.219837 -1.165051
0.202071 -1.191282
0.184429 -1.115135
0.166713 -1.148716
0.149475 -1.242082
0.132974 -1.214044
0.117169 -1.214512
0.102560 -1.530428
0.088877 -1.456318
0.075801 -1.466584
0.064203 -1.860427
0.054031 -1.926470
0.044840 -1.751738
0.036827 -1.902022
0.030192 -2.500324
0.024740 -2.770047
0.020175 -2.817402
0.016273 -2.477307
0.012893 -2.105242
0.009956 -2.010644
0.007457 -2.106343
0.005479 -1.054392
0.003804 -0.617542
0.002396 -0.353058
0.001319 0.020711
0.000572 0.365270
0.000135 0.655518
0.000000 0.901861
0.000165 1.082077
0.000604 1.183336
0.001301 1.219997
0.002232 1.206628
0.003353 1.136427
0.004784 0.957957
0.006790 0.819762
0.,009207 0,.645496
0. 011983 0..388852
0.,015279 0,.234220
0.,019171 0,.149502
0,.023727 0..086411
0..029077 0..052378
0,,035421 0..063651
0.,042970 0..076492
0. 051917 0..045602
0.,062415 0..019325
0. 074704 0..036165
0. 088987 0. 059448
0.,105012 0..083161
0..122527 0..125729
0. 141052 0.,138852
0. 159949 0,,143751
0..178963 0.,137174
0. 197926 0.,148422
0..216776 0,,145909
0,.235679 0,,131973
0,.254731 0,.112874
0,.273915 0,.089869
0..293146 0,.061939
0,.312316 0,.024354
0..331321 -0..019876
0,,350108 -0..063276
0.,368681 -0,.099050
0,.387092 -0,.126587
0,,405440 -0.,144716
0.,423860 -0,,149865
0,.442431 -0..150222
0,.461124 -0.,150629
0..479840 -0,,150984
0..498516 -0,,149036
0..517162 -0,,142329
0,.535828 -0,,131344
0,.554569 -0,,116027
0..573435 -0,,097330
0..592444 -0,,076324
0..611557 -0,,057120
0 ,630703 -0 ,039155
0..649849 -0 .019817
0,.669021 0 .002521
0 ,688238 0 .024129
0,.707435 0 .037922
0.,726486 0 ,043857
0,,745329 0 ,053370
0,.764015 0 .077984
0,.782669 0 ,110547
0 ,801432 0 ,138869
0,.820434 0 .156844
0 .839672 0 .171676
0..858896 0 .192231
0 .877733 0 ,216810
0..896087 0 .238577
0 .914150 0 .251595
0,.932030 0 .258402
0,.949322 0 .260478
0..965336 0 ,259549
0,.979671 0 .254616
0,.992354 0 .247415
1..000000 0 .221024
END C5E DATA
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C.5 PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS VS. X PLOTS
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FigureCl - Plot ofPressure Coefficient vs. X - xc5a.ps
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Figure C.2 - Plot ofPressure Coefficient vs. X - xc5b.ps
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Figure C.4 - Plot of Pressure Coefficient vs. X - xc5c.ps
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Figure C.3 - Plot of Pressure Coefficient vs. X - xc5d.ps
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APPENDIX D - MATLABM-F ILES - VARIABLES
AND CODE
D.lMASTER.M
D.l.l Master.m Variables
Table D.l - List of variables used inMaster.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
A Element cross-sectional area, m 1
a Control points (node numbers) (for all airfoils) {varies } by TotalFoils
AL Arc length of each arc (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
allcpx All CD distributions lenallcpx by 2*TotalFoils
allfoils All airfoil X-Z coordinates lenallfoils by 2TotalFoils
alower Control points for all lower surfaces (node numbers) {varies} by TotalFoils
aupper Control points for all upper surfaces (node numbers) {varies } by TotalFoils
avg Average arc length 1
AvgDist Average distance between supports (first airfoil) 1
C Cosine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
chord Chord length of each scaled airfoil 1 by TotalFoils
cp Cp (at each node) (for each airfoil) Kbyl
cpl C (at each node) for upper surface (for each airfoil) div by 1
cp2 CD (at each node) for upper surface (for each airfoil) K-div+1 by 1
cpxl C distribution for upper surface (for each airfoil) lenallcpx/2 by 2
cpx2 CD distribution for lower surface (for each airfoil) lenallcpx/2 by 2
deflall Allowable deflection, m 1
deflection Deflection values for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
Dist Distance between supports 1 and 2 (first airfoil) 1
div Node number of leading edge node 1
E Modulus ofElasticity, N/mz 1
foil Individual airfoil coordinates lenallfoils by 2
FoilDiv Leading edge node numbers for all foils 1 by TotalFoils
h Element length 1
II Area moment of inertia, m 1
K Total number of nodes 1
lenallcpx Number of coordinate points per C distribution 1
lenallfoils Number of coordinate points per airfoil 1
loop Iteration counter (surface) 1
m Iteration counter (airfoil) 1
M Number of rows in the alower matrix 1
mac Mean aerodynamic chord, m 1
MappedFoils A compilation of Px, Pz, and P for all airfoils Kby3*TotaLFoils
N Number of rows in the aupper matrix 1
Nelm Total number of elements 1
P Pressure (at each node) (for each airfoil) Kbyl
PI Pressure (at each node) for upper surface (for each airfoil) div by 1
P2 Pressure (at each node) for upper surface (for each airfoil) K-div+1 by 1
PM Perimeter of airfoil 1 by TotalFoils
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po Static (freestream) pressure, N/m2 1
Px Global X-coordinate of node (for all nodes) Kbyl
Pxl X-coordinates for upper surface (for each airfoil) div by 1
Px2 X-coordinates for lower surface (for each airfoil) K-div+1 by 1
Pxnew New X-coordinates for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
Pz Global Z-coordinate of node (for all nodes) Kbyl
Pznew New Z-coordinates for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
q Dynamic pressure,
N/m2
1
R Radius of arc (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
s Sine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
scale Scale factor to achieve equal perimeters 1 by TotalFoils
scaledcpx Scaled C distributions (based on scale) lenallcpx by 2*TotalFoils
scaledfoils Scaled airfoils (based on scale) lenallfoils by 2*TotalFoils
supports Control points (X-Z coordinates) (for all airfoils) {varies} by TotalFoils
szallfoils Size of the allfoils matrix lby2
thetal CCW angle from center to (X1,Z1) (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
theta2 CCW angle from center to (X2,Z2)* (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
TotalFoils Total number of airfoils 1
XI X-coordinate of support 1 (first airfoil) 1
X2 X-coordinate of support 2 (first airfoil) 1
Xc X-coordinate of arc center (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
Zl Z-coordinate of support 1 (first airfoil) 1
Z2 Z-coordinate of support 2 (first airfoil) 1
Zc Z-coordinate of arc center (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
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D.1.2Master.m Code
% Master.m
% Controls the overall process
clear
global TotalFoils Nelm g po E II A deflall h chord FoilDiv lenallfoils K
% Get all pertinent parameters
[Nelm,K,q,po,E, II,A, deflall,mac, Cl, Re] = Parameters;
% Load allfoils.txt
disp(' Loading Airfoils ...')
load allfoils.txt;
szallfoils = size (allfoils) ;
% Determine the number of coordinate points per airfoil and
% the number of airfoils based on the size of the allfoils matrix
lenallfoils = szallfoils (1) ;
%TotalFoils = szallfoils (2 ) /2;
TotalFoils = 1;
% Get average Perimiter and scale each airfoil accordingly
disp( ' Determining Perimeters . . . ' )
for m = l:TotalFoils
foil = allfoils( : ,2*m-l:2*m) ;
AL(:,m) = ArcApprox ( foil) ;
end
PM = sum(AL) ;
avg = sum(PM) /TotalFoils;
scale = avg./PM;
disp(' Loading Pressure Coefficient Distributions ...')
load allcpx.txt;
% Scale airfoils and pressure coefficient distributions according to each
% scale factor
for m = 1:TotalFoils
scaledfoils( : ,2*m-l:2*m) = allfoils (:, 2*m-l : 2*m) *scale (m) ;
scaledcpxf : ,2*m-l) = allcpx( : , 2*m-l) *scale (m) ;
scaledcpx( : ,2*m) = allcpx( : , 2*m) ;
chord (m) = max (scaledfoils ( : ,2*m-l) ) -min (scaledfoils ( : ,2*m-l) ) ;
end
% Clean up
clear AL allfoils avg scale units szallfoils
disp( ' Determining Node Mapping . . .
' )
for m = l:TotalFoils
foil = scaledfoils ( : ,2*m-l:2*m) ;
[AL( : ,m) ,Xc( : ,m) ,Zc( : ,m) , thetal ( : ,m) , theta2 ( : ,m) ,R( : ,m) ] =
ArcApprox (foil) ;
end
PM = sum(AL( : ,1) ) ;
% Determine element length, h (constant)
h = PM/Nelm;
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% Divide all airfoils into elments of length h, and get loading
% information at each node
for m = 1:TotalFoils
disp(strcat( ' Mapping Airfoil # ' ,num2str (m) , ' ...'))
[Px,Pz,div] = MapToP(Xc,Zc,thetal,theta2,R,AL,PM,m) ;
FoilDiv(m) = div;
disp( ' Determining Element Angles . . . ' )
[C( : ,m) ,S( : ,m) ] = GetAlpha (Px, Pz, div, m) ;
disp(' Determining Loading and Coefficients ...')
% Get loading for each node
for loop = 1:2
if loop == 1
Pxl = Px(l:div,l) ;
cpxl = scaledcpx(l:length(scaledcpx) /2 , 2*m-l : 2*m) ;
[cpl,Pl] = Loading (Pxl, cpxl, loop) ;
else
Px2 = Px(div: length (Px) ,1) ;
cpx2 = scaledcpx ( length ( scaledcpx) /2+1 : length (scaledcpx) ,.. .
2*m-l:2*m) ;
[cp2,P2] = Loading (Px2,cpx2, loop) ;
end
end
% Upper loading
cp(l:div-l,l) = cpl(l:div-l,l) ;
P(l:div-l,l) = Pl(l:div-l,l) ;
% Average of upper and lower loadings at transition point (leading
% edge)
cp(div,l) = (cpl(div,l)+cp2(l,l) )/2;
P(div,l) = (Pl(div,l)+P2(l,l) )/2;
% Lower loading
cp (div+1: length (Px) ,1) = cp2 (2 : length(cp2 ) , 1) ; ;
P (div+1: length (Px) ,1) = P2 (2 : length(P2) , 1) ;
if m == 1
MappedFoils = [Px,Pz,P];
else
MappedFoils = [MappedFoils, Px, Pz, P] ;
end
end
% Scale to actual size
for m = 1:TotalFoils
MappedFoils( : ,3*m-2:3*m-l) = MappedFoils (:, 3*m-2 : 3 *m-l) *mac;
chord (m) = chord (m) ?mac-
end
h = h*mac;
% Clean up
clear Xc Zc R thetal theta2 AL scaledfoils div Px Pz Pxl cpxl cpl PI .
Px2 cpx2 cp2 P2 cp loop allcpx scaledcpx m q po
% Perform FEA and Optimization
disp(' Performing Finite Element Analysis and Optimization ...')
[Pxnew,Pznew, deflection, alower, aupper] = FEA_Opt (MappedFoils, C, S) ;
N = length (aupper) ;
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M = length (alower) ;
a(l:N, :) = flipud (aupper) ;
a(N+l:N+M, :) = alower;
% Get x,y locations of supports
for m = 1:TotalFoils
for n = 1: length (a)
supports (n,2*m-l:2*m) = [MappedFoils (a(n,m) , 3*m-2) ...
MappedFoils (a (n,m) ,3*m-l) ] ;
end
end
disp(' Saving results to files ...')
dlmwrite ( ' Pxnew. txt ' , Pxnew, ' \t ' ) ;
dlmwrite( 'Pznew. txt' , Pznew, ' \t ' ) ;
dlmwrite ( 'deflection.txt' , Pznew,/ \t ' ) ;
dlmwrite ( ' supports . txt ' , supports , ' \t ' ) ;
% Get average distance between supports (based on first airfoil)
for n = 1: length (supports ) -1
XI = supports (n, 1) ;
Yl = supports (n, 2) ;
X2 = supports (n+1, 1) ;
Y2 = supports (n+1, 2) ;
Dist(n) = sqrt( (X2-X1) A2 + (Y2-Y1)~2);
end
AvgDist = sum(Dist) /length (supports)
% 1oad Pxnew .txt
%load Pznew.txt
%load deflection.txt
%load supports.txt
figure
plot (MappedFoils ( : ,1) .MappedFoils ( : ,2) , 'k')
hold on
plot ( Pxnew ( : , 1 ) , Pznew ( : , 1 ) , ' b ' )
plot ( supports ( : , 1 ) , supports ( : , 2 ) , ' ro
' )
title ( 'Displacement and Support Locations (c5a)')
xlabel (strcat( 'Actual Chord, m.a.c. =
'
,num2str (mac) , ' m' ) )
ylabel ( 'Thickness, m' )
legend ( 'Original Mapped
Airfoil'
, 'Deflected
Airfoil'
,
'Supports' )
text (2. 5, . 2, strcat(num2str( length (supports) ) ,
' Supports Required') )
text (2 .5,-. l,strcat( 'Average Spacing =
'
,num2str (AvgDist) , ' m' ) )
hold off
disp('
')
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D.2 PARAMETERS.M
D.2.1 Parameters.m Variables
Table D.2 - List of variables used in Parameters.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
a Speed of sound, m/sec
A Element cross-sectional area,
m2
b Wing span, m
Cl Lift Coefficient
deflall Allowable deflection, m
E Modulus ofElasticity, N/m2
II Area moment of inertia, m4
K Total number of nodes
kv Kinematic viscosity of air, m2/sec
mac Mean aerodynamic chord, m
mach Mach number
Nelm Total number of elements
po Static (freestream) pressure, N/m
q Dynamic pressure,
N/m2
Re Reynolds number
rho Density of air,
kg/m3
S Wing area,
m2
t Skin thickness, m
Vo Freestream velocity, m/sec
W Aircraft weight, N
w Section width, m
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D.2.2 Parameters.m Code
function [Nelm, K,q,po, E, II, A, deflall,mac,Cl, Re] = Parameters
% Defines all parameters used in this program in SI units
% Set Constants
Nelm = 2000; %total number of elements
K = Nelm + 1; %total number of nodes
% Standard Atmospheric Properties for H = 12,191m (40,000 ft)
rho = 3.027496E-1; %density of air, kg/mA3
kv = 4.698136E-5; %kinematic viscosity of air, mA2/sec
a = 295.07; %speed of sound, m/sec
po = 1.882748E4; %static (freestream) pressure, N/mA2
% Aircraft Aerodynamic Properties
mach = 0.77; %mach number
Vo = mach*a; %freestream velocity, m/sec
q = . 5*rho*VoA2; %dynamic pressure, N/mA2
S = 57 6; %wing area, mA2
b = 67 .91; %span, m
W = 3723161.5; %weight, N
% Skin Properties (Aluminum 7075-T6)
deflall = 0.001; %allowable deflection, m
E = 71.7E9; %modulus of elasticity, N/mA2
w = 1 ; %width
t = 1/8/39.3700787402; %thickness, m
% Calculated Values
% Aerodynamic Properties for H = 12,191m (40,000 ft)
mac = S/b; %mean aerodynamic chord, m
Cl = W/(q*S); %lift coefficient (for XFoil)
Re = Vo*mac/kv; %Reynolds Number (for XFoil)
% Skin Properties (Aluminum 7075-T6)
II = w*tA3/12; %area moment of inertia, mA4
A = w*t; %cross-sectional area, mA2
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D.3 ARCAPPROX.M
D.3.1 ArcApprox.m Variables
Table D.3 - List of variables used in ArcApprox.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
A Coefficient matrix (Ax = b) 2 by 2
AL Arc length (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
b Solution matrix (Ax = b) 2byl
foil Individual airfoil coordinates lenallfoils by 2
lenallfoils Number of coordinate points per airfoil 1
Ml Slope of line segment (1-2) 1
M2 Slope of line segment (2-3) 1
midXl X-coordinate of midpoint of (1-2) 1
midX2 X-coordinate of midpoint of (2-3) 1
midZl Z-coordinate ofmidpoint of (1-2) 1
midZ2 Z-coordinate of midpoint of (2-3) 1
n Iteration counter (point) 1
R Arc radius (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
theta Angle each arc sweeps through 1
thetal CCW angle from center to (X1,Z1) (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
theta2 CCW angle from center to (X2,Z2)* (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
thetaint [thetal (n) theta2(n)] in one matrix lby2
TotalFoils Total number of airfoils 1
X Result of x = A-1b 2byl
XI X-coordinate of Point #1 1
X2 X-coordinate of Point #2 1
X3 X-coordinate of Point #3 1
Xc X-coordinate of arc center (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
Zl Z-coordinate of Point #1 1
Z2 Z-coordinate ofPoint #2 1
Z3 Z-coordinate of Point #3 1
Zc Z-coordinate of arc center (for each arc) lenallfoils-2 by 1
*In the case of n = lenallfoils - 2, theta2 is measured to (X3,Z3)
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D.3.2 ArcApprox.m Code
function [AL,Xc, Zc, thetal, theta2,R] = ArcApprox (foil)
% Approximates the perimeter of the airfoil with a series of arcs
global TotalFoils lenallfoils
for n = 1 : lenallfoils - 2
% Get 3 points in order
XI = foil(n,l) ;
Zl = foil (n, 2) ;
X2 = foil (n+1, 1)
Z2 = foil(n+l,2)
X3 = foil(n+2,l)
Z3 = foil(n+2,2)
% Get slopes of both line segments (1-2,2-3)
Ml = (Z2-Z1) / (X2-X1) ;
M2 = (Z3-Z2) / (X3-X2) ;
% Get midpoints of both line segments
midXl = (X2+XD/2;
(1-2,2-3)
(Xc,Zc)
[Ml*midZl + midXl; M2*midZ2 + midX2];
inv(A) *b;
midZl = (Z2+ZD/2;
midX2 = (X3+X2)/2;
midZ2 = (Z3+Z2)/2;
% Get center of arc
A = [Ml 1; M2 1] ;
b
x
Zc(n) = x(l)
Xc(n) = x(2)
% Determine R (radius of arc)
R(n) = sqrt( (X2-Xc(n) ) A2+(Z2-Zc(n) ) A2) ;
% thetal is the angle measured counter-clockwise from the positive X-
% axis centered at (Xc,Zc) to the point (XI, Zl)
thetal (n) = atan2 (Zl-Zc (n) ,Xl-Xc (n) ) ;
if thetal (n) < 0
thetal (n) = 2*pi + thetal (n);
end
% theta2 is the angle measured counter-clockwise from the positive X-
% axis centered at (Xc,Zc) to the point (X2,Z2). For the last arc
% theta2 is measured all the way to (X3,Z3).
if n == lenallfoils - 2
theta2(n)
else
theta2(n)
end
if theta2(n)
theta2 (n)
end
% Determine the angle between thetal and theta2
theta = abs(theta2 (n) - thetal (n) ) ;
% Arc length (AL) = theta*R
AL(n) = theta*R(n) ;
atan2(Z3-Zc(n) ,X3-Xc(n) )
atan2(Z2-Zc(n) ,X2-Xc(n) )
0
2*pi + theta2 (n) ;
end
% Transpose outputs from columns to rows
AL = AL ' ;
Xc = Xc ' ;
Zc = Zc ' ;
thetal = thetal ' ;
theta2 = theta2 ' ;
R = R' ;
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D.4MAPTOP.M
D.4.1 MapToP.m Variables
Table D.4 - List of variables used in MapToP.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
AL Arc length of each arc (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
breakpoint Transition point between governing arcs
div Node number of leading edge node
h Element length (based on unit chord)
iter Iteration counter (governing arc)
K Total number of nodes
k Iteration counter (node)
lastbp Last transition point between governing arcs
m Iteration counter (airfoil)
minx Minimum value of x-coordinate (Px)
Nelm Total number of elements
phi Amount (angle) of governing arc swept by x
PM Perimeter of airfoil 1 by TotalFoils
Px Global X-coordinate of node (for all nodes) Kbyl
Pz Global Z-coordinate of node (for all nodes) Kbyl
R Radius of arc (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
Rx X-distance from governing arc center to node 1
Rz Z-distance from governing arc center to node 1
stop Used to exit while loop 1
alpha CCW angle from governing arc center to node 1
thetal CCW angle from center to (X1.Z1) (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
theta2 CCW angle from center to (X2,Z2)* (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
X Distance along governing arc 1
Xc X-coordinate of arc center (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
Zc Z-coordinate of arc center (for all airfoils) lenallfoils-2 by TotalFoils
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D.4.2MapToP.m Code
function [Px,Pz,div] = MapToP (Xc, Zc, thetal, theta2,R,AL, PM,m)
% Divides airfoil perimeter into elements and gets nodal x, z coordinates
% global Nelm h K
% Set initial values
iter = 1; %Initial governing arc
lastbp = 0 ;
breakpoint = AL(l,m); %First transition point
minx = 1E6; %Initially a large value
for k = 1:K %For each node
x = h*(k-l); %Distance along arc
stop = 0 ;
while stop == 0 %Ensures every node gets mapped to (Px,Pz)
if x < breakpoint
%Determine phi (amount of arc swept by x)
phi = abs ( (x - lastbp) /R( iter, m) ) ;
if thetal (iter, m) > theta2 (iter,m)
phi = -phi ;
end
%Determine alpha (CCW angle from arc center to x)
alpha = thetal (iter, m) + phi;
%Determine global X-Y coordinates of node based on
%its relationship to the center of the governing arc
Rx = R(iter,m) *cos (theta)
Rz = R(iter,m) *sin(theta)
Px(k,l) = Xc(iter,m) + Rx
Pz(k,l) = Zc(iter,m) + Rz
%See if this point (Px,Pz) is the leading node on the airfoil
if Px(k, 1) < minx
minx = Px ( k , 1 ) ;
div = k;
end
%Allow exit from the while loop to get the next node
stop = 1;
else
%Need to go to the next governing arc and set the next breakpoint
iter = iter + 1;
lastbp = breakpoint;
%If there are no more arcs left, set the breakpoint past the end
%of the last node so the last arc will govern the rest of the
%points
if iter == length(AL)
breakpoint= PM + 1;
else
breakpoint = lastbp + AL(iter,m);
end
end
end
end
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D.5 GETALPHA.M
D.5.1 GetAlpha.m Variables
Table D.5 - List of variables used in GetAlpha.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
alpha Angle of element w.r.t Global X-axis 1
C Cosine of alpha for each element Nelm by 1
loop Iteration counter (surface)
n Iteration counter (element)
Nelm Total number of airfoils
nstart Iteration start (element)
nstep Iteration step (element)
nstop Iteration stop (element)
Pxl X-coordinate of leading node
Px2 X-coordinate of trailing node
Pzl Z-coordinate of leading node
Pz2 Z-coordinate of trailing node
s Sine of alpha for each element Nelm by 1
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D.5.2 GetAlpha.m Code
function [C,S] = GetAlpha (Px, Pz, div, m)
% Calculates each element's orientation w.r.t Global X-axis
global Nelm
% Go from the leading edge to the trailing edge (lower surface first, then
% upper)
for loop = 1:2
if loop == 1 %Lower surface
nstart = div; %Start at leading edge
nstep = 1; %Increase node numbers
nstop = Nelm; %Stop at last element on the lower surface
else
nstart = div; %Start at leading edge
nstep = -1; %Decrease node numbers
nstop = 2; %Stop at last element on the upper surface
end
for n = nstart :nstep:nstop
%Leading node coordinates
Pxl = Px(n,l) ;
Pzl = Pz(n,l) ;
%Trailing node coordinates
Px2 = Px(n+l*nstep, 1) ;
Pz2 = Pz (n+l*nstep, 1) ;
%Angle from leading node to trailing node w.r.t global X-axis
alpha = atan2 (Pz2-Pzl,Px2-Pxl) ;
if alpha < 0 r
alpha = 2*pi + alpha;
end
%Generate arrays of sine and cosine of alpha
if loop == 1
C(n,l) = cos (alpha) ;
S(n,l) = sin (alpha);
else
C(n-l,l) = cos (alpha);
S(n-l,l) = sin(alpha);
end
end
end
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D.6 LOADING.M
D.6.1 Loading.m Variables
Table D.6 - List of variables used in Loading.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
B Result of B = X'Y 4 by 1
bO Zero-order coefficient 1
bl Linear coefficient 1
b2 Quadratic coefficient 1
b3 Cubic coefficient 1
cp Pressure coefficient (at each node) {varies} by 1
cpx CD distribution for upper surface (for each airfoil) lenallcpx/2 by 2
k Iteration counter (node) 1
la- iteration counter (remaining nodes) 1
loop Iteration counter (surface) 1
N Number of coordinate points per C distribution 1
P Pressure (at each node) {varies} by 1
po Static (freestream) pressure, N/m2 1
Px X-coordinates for upper surface (for each airfoil) {varies} by 1
q Dynamic pressure,
N/m2 1
X Coefficient matrix (X*B = Y) 4 by 4
XI X-coordinate ofPoint #1 1
X2 X-coordinate ofPoint #2 1
X3 X-coordinate ofPoint #3 1
X4 X-coordinate of Point #4 1
Y Solution matrix (X*B = Y) 4 by 1
Zl Z-coordinate ofPoint #1 1
Z2 Z-coordinate ofPoint #2 1
Z3 Z-coordinate of Point #3 1
Z4 Z-coordinate of Point #4 1
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D.6.2 Loading.m Code
function [cp,P] = Loading (Px,cpx, loop)
% Fits every 4 points on the cp distribution to a 3rd order polynomial.
% Uses that polynomial to assign pressure coefficient and actual pressure
% values at each node .
global q po
%Set initial values
N = length(cpx);
k = 1;
for n = l:N-3 %For each cpx point
%Get the 4 necessary points
XI = cpx (n , 1 ) ;
Yl = cpx(n,2) ;
X2 = cpx (n+1, 1)
Y2 = cpx (n+1, 2)
X3 = cpx(n+2,l)
Y3 = cpx(n+2,2)
X4 = cpx(n+3,l)
Y4 = cpx(n+3,2)
%Solve for curve fit coefficients (b0,bl,b2 ,b3 )
X = [1 XI X1A2 XlA3;l X2 X2A2 X2A3;1 X3 X3A2 X3A3;1 X4 X4"2 X4A3];
Y = [Yl Y2 Y3 Y4] ' ;
B = inv(X) *Y;
bO = B(l,l);
bl = B(2,l);
b2 = B ( 3 , 1 ) ;
b3 = B(4,l);
%Assign pressure coefficient values to each node
if loop == 1 %Upper surface
%While the node x-coordinate is greater than the 3rd x-coordinate of
%the curve fit
while Px(k) >= X3
cp(k,l) = bO+bl*Px(k)+b2*Px(k) A2+b3*Px(k)~3;
k = k+1;
end
elseif loop == 2 %Lower surface
%While the node x-coordinate is less than the 3rd x-coordinate of
%the curve fit
while Px(k) <= X3
cp(k,l) = bO+bl*Px(k)+b2*Px(k)"2+b3*Px(k)~3;
k = k+1;
end
end
%Once the last fit has been performed, the rest of
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%the nodal values are based on that fit
if n == N - 3
for kr = k: length (Px)
cp(kr,l) = bO+bl*Px(kr)+b2*Px(kr)/s2+b3*Px(kr) A3;
end
end
end
%Determine the actual pressure values at each node
P = q*cp+po*ones (length(cp) , 1) ;
if loop == 1
p = -P; %Sign convention for FEA
end
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D.7FEA OPT.M
D.7.1 FEA_Opt.mVariables
Table D.7 - List of variables used in FEA_Opt.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
A Element cross-sectional area,
m2 1
a Control points (node numbers) (for all airfoils) {varies} by TotalFoils
alower Control points for all lower surfaces (node numbers) {varies} by TotalFoils
aupper Control points for all upper surfaces (node numbers) {varies} by TotalFoils
C Cosine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
defl Deflection for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
deflall Allowable deflection, m 1
deflection Deflection values for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
E Modulus ofElasticity, N/m2 1
FoilDiv Leading edge node numbers for all foils 1 by TotalFoils
h Element length 1
II Area moment of inertia, m4 1
K Total number of nodes 1
kin Starting control point for each spacing (node number) 1
kout Stopping control point for each spacing (node number) 1
kstep Iteration step (node) 1
kstop Iteration stop (node) 1
loop Iteration counter (surface) 1
m Iteration counter (airfoil) 1
MappedFoils A compilation ofPx, Pz, and P for all airfoils Kby3*TotalFoils
n Iteration counter (control point) 1
Pxnew New X-coordinates for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
Pznew New Z-coordinates for all nodes (for all airfoils) K by TotalFoils
S Sine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
stop Used to exit while loop 1
TotalFoils Total number of airfoils 1
xnew New X-coordinates for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
znew New Z-coordinates for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
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D.7.2 FEA_Opt.m Code
function [Pxnew, Pznew, deflection, alower, aupper] = FEA_Opt (MappedFoils, C, S)
% Optimizes support spacing based on displacements across all involved
% airfoils .
global TotalFoils E II A deflall h FoilDiv K
%Perform optimization on each surface separately
for loop = 1:2
if loop == 1
kstep = 1;
kstop = K;
elseif loop == 2
kstep = -1;
kstop = 1;
end
%Lower surface
%Increasing node numbers
%Stop at trailing edge
%Upper surface
%Decreasing node numbers
%Stop at trailing edge
%Used to exit while loop
%Set initial values
n = 1;
Stop = 0;
while stop == 0
for m = 1:TotalFoils %For each airfoil
if m == 1 %If on first airfoil
%Determine optimal control point nodes based on all airfoil
%results
if n == 1 %If on first spacing
%Start at the leading node
a (n, l:TotalFoils) = FoilDiv
elseif loop == 1 %Lower surface
%Control point is the smallest support spacing out of all
%the airfoils
a(n, 1:TotalFoils) = min(a(n, 1 :TotalFoils) )
elseif loop == 2 %Upper surface
%Control point is the smallest support spacing out of all
%the airfoils
a(n, IrTotalFoils) = max(a (n, 1 :TotalFoils) )
end ]
n = n + 1; %Next spacing
end
kin = a(n-l,m); %kin starts at the last
%control point
if kin == kstop %If at the end
stop = 1; %Allows exit from the
%while loop
break %Exit the for loop
end
%Determine Optimal spacing for this iteration
[kout, xnew, znew, defl] = Opt (m,MappedFoils, C, S, kin, kstep, kstop) ;
a(n,m) = kout; %Save this control spacing
%for each airfoil
%Assign values to output variables
if loop == 1
Pxnew (kin: kout, m) = xnew;
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%Lower surface
%New X-coordinates between
end
%control points
%New Z-coordinate between
%control points
%Deflection between
%control points
%Upper surface
%New X-coordinates
%between control points
%New Z-coordinate
%between control points
def lection(kout :kin,m) = flipud(defl) ; %Deflection between
%control points
Pznew (kin: kout, m) = znew;
deflection(kin:kout,m) = defl;
elseif loop == 2
Pxnew (kout: kin, m) = flipud(xnew)
Pznew (kout: kin, m) = flipud(znew)
end
end
%Save control points to appropriate output variable
if loop == 1 %Lower surface
alower = a;
elseif loop == 2 %Upper surface
aupper = a;
end
%Clear control points to begin analysis on upper surface
clear a
end
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D.8 OPT.M
D.8.1 Opt.m Variables
Table D.8 - List of variables used in Opt.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
A Element cross-sectional area,
m2
1
C Cosine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
defl Deflection for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
deflall Allowable deflection, m 1
deflmax Maximum value of all deflections 1
E Modulus ofElasticity, N/m2 1
h Element length 1
II Area moment of inertia, m4 1
k Iteration counter (node) 1
kin Starting control point for each spacing (node number) 1
kout Stopping control point for each spacing (node number) 1
kstep Iteration step (node) 1
kstop Iteration stop (node) 1
m Iteration counter (airfoil) 1
MappedFoils A compilation of Px, Pz, and P for all airfoils Kby3*TotalFoils
nelm Current number of elements 1
s Sine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
savedata Stores previous xnew, znew, and defl values nelm+1 by 3
xnew New X-coordinates for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
znew New Z-coordinates for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
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D.8.2 Opt.m Code
function [kout, xnew, znew, defl] = Opt (m,MappedFoils, C, S, kin, kstep, kstop) ;
% Optimizes each support spacing
global E II A deflall h
%Set initial values
nelm = 2; %Lowest number of elements possible
deflmax = 0; %Maximum deflection
xnew = 0; %New X-coordinates
znew = 0; %New Z-coordinates
defl = 0; %Def lections
k = kin ;
%Keep increasing the number of elements in between control points
%until either the maximum deflection exceeds the allowable
%def lection, or the trailing edge has been reached
while and (deflmax <= deflall, k ~= kstop)
^Increase control point spacing
k = kin + nelm*kstep;
%Save previous spacing data
savedata = [xnew, znew, defl] ;
%Perform finite element analysis to obtain deflections for current
%spacing
[xnew, znew, defl] = FEA(m,MappedFoils, C, S, kin, kstep, nelm) ;
%Determine maximum deflection
deflmax = max(abs (def1) ) ;
^Increase the number of elements
nelm = nelm + 1;
end
%Assign a value to kout
if k == kstop; %If the trailing edge has been reached
kout = k; %kout = the trailing node
else %Otherwise
kout = k-l*kstep; %kout = the previous node
%Set the output variables to their values from the previous iteration
[xnew, znew, defl] = deal ( savedata ( : , 1) , savedata ( : ,2) , savedata ( : ,3) ) ;
end
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D.9 FEA.M
D.9.1 FEA.m Variables
Table D.9 - List of variables used in FEA.m
Variable Description Array Size
(#Rows by #Columns)
A Element cross-sectional area,
m2
1
C Cosine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
defl Deflection for each node between control points nelm+1 by 1
E Modulus ofElasticity, N/m2 1
F Global force vector M/2*(nelm+l) by 1
Fbar List of all element force vectors 6*nelm by 6
FbarP Individual element force vector 6 by 1
Felm Individual Global element force vector 6 by 6
FR Reduced global force vector {varies} by 1
h Element length 1
I Iteration counter (row) 1
II Area moment of inertia, m4 1
J Iteration counter (column) 1
K Global stiffness matrix M/2*(nelm+l) byM/2*(nelm+l)
Kbar Element stiffness matrix 6 by 6
Kelm Global element stiffness matrix 6 by 6
kin Starting control point for each spacing (node number) 1
KR Reduced global stiffness matrix {varies} by {varies}
kstep Iteration step (node) 1
m Iteration counter (airfoil) 1
M Length ofKbar 1
MappedFoils A compilation of Px, Pz, and P for all airfoils K by 3TotalFoils
mu Used to simplify Kbar 1
n Index number (global element) 1
ne Iteration counter (element) 1
nelm Current number of elements 1
P Index number (node) 1
P Pressure (at each node) Kbyl
PI Pressure at node 1 1
P2 Pressure at node 2 1
Px Original node X-coordinate 1
Py Original node Y-coordinate 1
s Sine of alpha for each element (for all airfoils) Nelm by 1
T List of all element transition matrices 6*nelm by 6
Telm Element transition matrix 6 by 6
U Global nodal displacements and rotations M/2*(nelm+l) by 1
u X-displacement 1
w Z-displacement 1
xnew New X-coordinates nelm+1 by 1
znew New Z-coordinates nelm+1 by 1
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D.9.2 FEA.m Code
function [xnew, znew, defl] = FEA (m,MappedFoils, C, S, kin, kstep, nelm)
% Performs the finite element analysis for each support spacing iteration
global E II A h
% Construct List of Transformation Matrices
for ne = l:nelm
n = kin+ (ne-1) *kstep; %Element number
T(6*ne-5:6*ne,l:6) = [ C(n) S(n) 0 0 0 0;
-S(n) C(n) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 10 0 0;
0 0 0 C(n) S(n) 0;
0 0 0 -S(n) C(n) 0;
0 0 0 0 0 1];
end
% Construct Element Stiffness Matrix Kbar
mu = A*hA2/ (2 "ID ;
Kbar = [ mu 0 0 -mu 0 0;
0 6 -3*h 0 -6 -3*h;
0 -3*h 2*h^2 0 3*h h"2;
-mu 0 0 mu 0 0;
0 -6 3*h 0 6 3*h;
0 -3*h h"2 0 3*h 2*h"2] ;
Kbar = 2*E*II/h/v3*Kbar;
% Construct the Global Stiffness Matrix K
%Set initial values
M = length (Kbar) ;
K = zeros (M/2* (nelm+1) , M/2* (nelm+1) ) ;
%Assembly
for ne = l:nelm
Telm = T(6*ne-5 : 6*ne, 1 : 6) ; %Element transformation matrix
Kelm = Telm' *Kbar*Telm; %Element global stiffness matrix
for I = 1:M
for J = 1:M
K(I+M/2* (ne-1) (ne-1) ) = K (I+M/2* (ne-1) , J+M/2* (ne-1) ) +.
Kelm (I, J) ;
end
end
end
% Construct the Global Force Vector F
%Set initial values
F = zeros (M/2* (nelm+1) ,1) ;
P = MappedFoils (:, 3*m) ; ^Pressure distribution on airfoil
%Assembly
for ne = l:nelm
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p = kin+(ne-l) *kstep;
PI = P(P,D;
P2 = P(p+kstep,l) ;
%Node number
%Pressure at node 1
%Pressure at node 2
%Determine element force vector Fbar
FbarP = [0;
9*h*P2+21*Pl*h;
h*(-2*h*P2-3*Pl*h) ;
0;
21*h*P2+9*Pl*h;
-h*(-3*h*P2-2*Pl*h) ] ;
Fbar(6*ne-5:6*ne,l) = l/60*FbarP;
Telm = T(6*ne-5:6*ne,l:6) ;
Felm = Telm'*Fbar(6*ne-5:6*ne,l) ;
for I = 1:M
F(I+M/2*(ne-l) ,1) = F (I+M/2* (ne-1) , 1) + Felm(I,l);
end
%Element transformation matrix
%Element global force vector
end
% Apply Boundary Conditions to find reduced global stiffness matrix KR
% and reduced force vector FR based on Clamped Edge Condition
% U(l) :U(3) and U(N-2) :U(N) = 0
for I = l:M/2* (nelm+1) -6
for J = l:M/2* (nelm+1) -6
KR(I, J) = K(I+3, J+3) ;
FR(I,1) = F(I+3,1);
end
end
% Solving for the Global Output U
U = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; inv (KR) *FR; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
% Determine new node positions and transverse deflections
for ne = 1: nelm+1
p = kin+ (ne-1) *kstep; %Node number
Px = MappedFoils (p, 3*m-2) ; %0riginal X-coordinate
Pz = MappedFoils (p, 3 *m-l) ; %0riginal Z-coordinate
u = U(3*ne-2) ;
w = U(3*ne-1) ;
xnew(ne.l) = Px + u;
znew(ne,l) = Pz + w;
defl(ne,l) = sqrt(u"2 + wA2) ;
%Deflection in X-direction
%Deflection in Z-direction
%New X-coordinate
%New Z-coordinate
%Def lection
end
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APPENDIX E - MAPLE V FIN ITE ELEMENT
ANALYSIS
T The followingMaple V.4 program shows the development of the individual element sofmess matrix, Kbar. and the force matrix (Fbar) that transforms the pressure
[ distribution into corresponding forces at the nodes of each element
[> restart:
> with ( linalg) :
Darning, neu definition for norm
Warning, neu definition for trace
[ Initial four-parameter polynomial
> w<x) :-a[l]+a[2]*x+a[3)*xA2*a[4]*x"3,'
2 3
w(j) a, + a2 x + a3 * +a4x
[Determine interpolation functions
> u[l] :-subs(x-x[e] ,w(jc)) ;
> u(2J :subs[i-i[e] ,-difl"(w(x) , x) ) ;
> u[3] :-subs(x-x[e+l] ,w(x)) ;
u, ~= a, + Jo
Ut=(1. +fl.r . . +flir.
> u[4] :-subs(x-x[e+l] ,-diff <w(x) ,x) ) ;
> f : (i,j) -> coeff(u[il,a[j]):
re :-' matrix<4 , 4 , f) ;
"3 *e + 1
" ' "A Ke + 1 '
-2x
*e + 1 'e + 1
> f :- (i) -> us[i] :
> ll:-matrlx(<l ,1 , f) ;
a
A MapkVIUteist*- |FEAJHWS|
> f :- <i) -> uq[l] :
> U: -matrix(4 , l,f) ;
ue\
U6y
lien
ue4-
[
[ Dctermioe coefficients
[> *
[>f
linsolvetxe.u) :
-U)->subs<x[e+l]-x[e]-t-h[e] ,A[i,l] ) :
-matrix (4, 1 , f) :
[
[ Rewrite initial cubic polynomial
> wl:-a[l,l]+a[2,l]x+a[3,l]*x^2+a[4,l]*xA3;
v,r ^(.ue](xe+h^3-3^^<!(xe+he)2 + xe2(,Jl! + /,c)2tie4-^2^e+he)2ue:, + 3xl!2(xe + h<!)u^-^i(Ie+he)ue4-xe3ue3
+ xeue2(xe+he)l)/C/X) + (-2(xe+he)2xeue4-(,xe+he)2xeue2 + Sxe(xa + he)ue^-&ie(x(,+t,e)ue2 + 2xe2(xe+he)u!2
+ xe2(xe + he)ue4+xelueA-(xe+he)lue2)x/(%\)-t.-(xl! + he)2ue4-2(.xe+he)2ue2 + 3(,xe+hc)u<!]-3(xe+he)ue3
2
+ <.*e+h<l)x,'"2-(xe+ke)xe>"A + 2x<,2uA + 3xl!uex-3xew3 + x2u.2)x /(%1)
(2 ue, + xe ueA+xe ue2
- (xt + he) usA - (xg +hf) u2 - 2 n3) X
+ Si
%X^-xe3 + 3(xe+ke)xe2 + (xe + he)3-3xe(xe+he)2
[
> :'"( i) -> collect (collect (subs (x[e] -x-xbar , simplify (coeff (wl , ue [i] ) ) ) , x) , xbar) ;
> phi: -matrix (4 ,1, f) ;
xbar xbar
2 -3 +1
jbar
__
xbar <M
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t. M.pkVRlleasc4- |rXA.M\VS)
> f:-(i) -> collect (collect (subs (x [e] -x-ib.
> phi : -matrix ( 4 , 1 , f )
simplify (ooeff<wl,ue[i] ) ) ) , x) , xbar) :
xbar xbar
2 -3 +1
A3 11
xbar
h 2
xbar
- 2 xbar
h
xbar xbar
-2 + 3
A3 h2
xbar
h 2
xbar
h.
{
[Use interpolation functions to determine stiffness matrix
[> d2phi:-map(diff ,phi,xbarS2) :
f> t:-(i,j) -> subs<h[o]-h,E*II*int (d2phi [i , 1 J *d2phi [j ,1] ,xbar-0.
[> Kel: -matrix (4, 4,1) :
[
> Ke:-2*E*lI/h'3*evalm(Kel*h''3/<2*E*II) ) ;
6 ~3h -6 -
Ell
-3h
-6
-3 h
[
[ Include axial sbfrhess
> Kbarl:-mairix(6,C, [A*E/h , 0 , 0 , -A*E/h , 0 , 0 , 0 , Kol [1, 1] , Kelt1,2] ,0,Kel [1,3] ,Kol[l,4J ,0,Kel [2,1] , Kol[2,
2] ,0, Kol [2, 3] , Kel [2, 4] , -A*E/h, 0 , 0 ,fl*E/h,0,0 , 0,Kel [3,11 , Kol [3, 2] , 0 , Kol [3 , 3 ] , Kel [3 , 4 ] ,0,Kel [4,1] , Ko
1[4,2] ,0, Kol [4,3] , Kol[<l, 4] ]) :
[
i^.
A MapleVRcleise4. |FEA,M\VS]
> f :-(i,])->simplify(Kbarl[i, j ] *hA3/( 2*E*II) ) :
> Kbar2:-2*E*II/hA3*matrix(6,6,f) ;
1
Ah2
2 11
0
1 Ah
2 11
0
-3/i 2k
0 0
-6 3)
-3h
h'
\Ah
~2 11
0
0
2 1/
0
> Kbar : -subs ((A*'i''2/< 2*11 )-mu,-A*hA2/< 2*11) mul,Kbar2) ;
~
H 0 0 -|i 0
0
0 -3h 2h
-\x 0 0
3 h 0
2
-6 3
-3h h
0 3 h
h'
|i 0 0
[ Linear approximation ofdistributed load
> fdist: <<P2-Pl)/h*xbar+Pl) ;
JdisL -
(P2- PI) xbar
> f:-(i)->subs(h[e]-h,int< fdist *phi [1,1] , xbar-0 . ,h[e])) :
> Fel: -matrix (4 ,1, I ) ;
3 7
hP2-Plh
20 20
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> f :-(i)->subs (h[e)-h, int. ( fdist *phi. [i, 1] ,xbar-0. . h[o] )) :
> Fel: -matrix: (4,1 , f ) ;
3 7
- HP2-Plh
20 20
1
h(2hP2 + 3Plh)60
7 3
-hP2-Pl h
20 20
1
- h(3hP2 + 2Pl h)
_ 60
[
[ Account for axial loading (q = 0)
> Fbarl: -matrix. (6,1, [0,Fel [1,11 ,Fel [2,1] ,0, Fel [3,1] ,Fel[4, 1] J) ;
0
3 7
-hP2-Plh
20 20
-h(2hP2 + 3Plh)
7 3
-hP2-Plh
20 20
-h(3hP2 + 2Pl h)
> Fbar:-l/(60)*evaljn(Fbarl*(50) ;
[>
0
-9hP2-2\Plh
h'2hP2 + 3Plh)
0
-21 hP2-9Pl h
-h'3hP2 + 2 PI h).
m
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